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I do not support the proposed neighbourhood 5 & 9 because the consultation process was not
transparent and has terminology that was devious and misleading. I am blindsided because you didn’t
mention these areas would be Industrial.
An alternative solution is to find an area such as the middle of neighbourhood nine where our
waterways won’t be affected and there is also access to infrastructure.
I do not support the proposed neighbourhoods 5 & 9 because on Pg12 you have put stake holders
second to last when they should be Project Partners.
An alternative solution is to adjust 1.4 to show stake holders as project partners to reflect the above.
The historical timeline pg 20-21 doesn’t highlight the significant traumatic history that Maori
experienced.
This has been our family land for generations. We come back to stay here with family and it is very
important us.

Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan - Do you support the Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan? If yes, what
do you like about it and why? If not, what don’t you like about it and why not? (See page 14 of
the ŌTCP for overview and pages 139 - 150 for details)
I am ok with the town center plan.

ŌTCP - Actions - Of the actions
outlined, what three actions would you
prioritise? (See page 14 of the ŌTCP
for overview and pages 171 - 188 for
details)

Develop, maintain and protect an ecological network
and green belt for Ōtorohanga.
Create Te Ara o Waiwaia - Waipā River Park.
Upgrade existing pool facilities or build new facilities.

Why would you prioritise these actions?
It is important to preserve the Wipa River and develop a green belt for Otorohanga.
We spent many years of our childhood in the Otorohanga Swimming Pool. Not everyone can afford a
swimming pool.

Are there any actions or projects that are missing? If so, what is/are they?
No

Are there any actions or projects that shouldn't be included that are on the list in the ŌTCP? If
so, what is/are they and why?
2
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No

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

Yes

Anita Harris
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Page 5

Page 6

Page 7

Page 8

Page 9

Page 10

Page 11

Page 12

Page 13

Page 14

Page 15

Page 16

Page 17

Page 18

Page 19

Page 20

Page 21
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ŌTCP - Actions - Of the actions
outlined, what three actions would you
prioritise? (See page 14 of the ŌTCP
for overview and pages 171 - 188 for
details)

Implement CCTV Camera Network.
Upgrade three key intersections and manage heavyvehicles.
Develop a Ōtorohanga Sports and Recreation Hub.

Why would you prioritise these actions?
some great suggestions but our busy intersections, for which I have seen numerous crashes need to be
addressed!

Are there any actions or projects that are missing? If so, what is/are they?
More for our young ones!

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
Totally against the whole concept of Industrialising our neighbour hood!!! Worst thing to do to us home
owners who can not afford to move

Any other comments?
nope

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

Yes

Carla Clarke
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Ōtorohanga Development Strategy - Do you support the Ōtorohanga Development Strategy? If
yes, what do you like about it and why? If not, what don’t you like about it and why not? (See
page 13 of the ŌTCP for overview and pages 120 - 138 for details)
Yes and no, there are parts that look good and other parts I am not happy with. Yes I like the idea of
upgrading the Otorohanga Pools, I am a frequent user of this complex and I can see the need to get it
up to scratch, Improving the Parks, ie, adding a fitness concept for older/rangatahi/Tāne/wāhine to
enjoy. zero free stratergy, maintenance where needed, CCTV camera network, and ecological network
and green belt are just a few things.
The things for myself and my whanau that I am not happy with are zone 6, the alternative is in the
middle of zone 6, there is no Māori land there (except Harpers Ave) where there is current infrastructure
because of the oxidation pond. There is access to the main road and it won't interfere with the
township. It is near the railway and near the oxidation ponds, it would be an option to put a road in. I
also do not support the proposed Neighborhood's 5 & 9, as to my understanding, there was no
consultation about re-zoning or re-purposing throughout the consultation process with any of the
landowners who own property there. An alternative solution could be to move 9 & 5 to an alternative
area that is away from town to an area such as the middle of 6 where there is currently infrastructure to
have a large expansion.
I do not support the proposed industrial 5 & 9, an alternative solution could be that a new industrial in 9
& 5 are relocated to the middle of 6, where there is existing infrastructure close to the railway.
I do not support the proposed 5 & 9 being made industrial, my tupuna, my whanau/parents and myself
have been living on our whenua for many, many years now since pre Te Tiriti o Waitangi. An alternative
solution could be to move the industrial area to somewhere where there is no Maori land title. Our
whanau have been living on their own traditional lands as Papakainga since before the Tiriti was
signed. I feel that the proposal to make this industrial doesn't align with the Otorohanga town concept
aim of social wellbeing on page 9. A suggestion could be to move these neighborhoods away from the
township.
I live in one of these neighborhood's and have lived here all my life. I have many whanau who also own
whenua here, we have our own long term strategy for our whenua, how can the Council turn this into
industrial without consultation of us land owners, we should have been consulted and notified. This, for
me and my whanau is very hurtful to think that our dreams and aspirations for our future generations on
our own whenua could be taken away from us once again. We in the past have had land confiscated
from under us and it feels that this could happen once again. The historic timeline on page 20-21 does
not highlight the significant traumatic impact that Maori experienced.

Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan - Do you support the Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan? If yes, what
do you like about it and why? If not, what don’t you like about it and why not? (See page 14 of
the ŌTCP for overview and pages 139 - 150 for details)
Beautifying, adding trees etc to the township sounds great but to who's expense. What effect
would it have on infrastructure? It is hard enough to pay our rates and with all that the Council are
wanting to do, an increase in rates will add more pressure upon pressure when sometimes it is a
struggle now to pay the rates.

ŌTCP - Actions - Of the actions
outlined, what three actions would you
prioritise? (See page 14 of the ŌTCP

Develop, maintain and protect an ecological network
and green belt for Ōtorohanga.
2
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Develop a Zero Waste strategy including Feasibility
study for a Resource Recovery Centre.
Upgrade existing pool facilities or build new facilities.

Why would you prioritise these actions?
Zero waste is a no brainer, Oto Pools need to be made up to scratch for health and safety reasons, a
greenbelt is the way of the future.

Are there any actions or projects that shouldn't be included that are on the list in the ŌTCP? If
so, what is/are they and why?
I'm sure not all of these actions above are fee sable, there is not enough money to cover all of this and
as a ratepayer myself, I would not want my rates to keep increasing to pay for things that I do not want.

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
I don't like the idea of 6 storey buildings in our town, taking away a lot of parking in the township are
just a couple of things I would not be happy with.

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

Yes

Erin Pye
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Why would you prioritise these actions?
1- help the heavy vehicles travel through otorohanga without going through the sh39 intersectionchange to a double lane roundabout?
2&3- to make sure the future of Otorohanga is sustained with a plan for rapid growth and the building
practices are done to the correct practices

Are there any actions or projects that are missing? If so, what is/are they?
Add better Parking areas

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
No

Any other comments?
No

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

No

Ethan Corbett
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Page 37
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Page 42

Ōtorohanga Development Strategy - Do you support the Ōtorohanga Development
Strategy? If yes, what do you like about it and why? If not, what don’t you like about it
and why not? (See page 13 of the ŌTCP for overview and pages 120 - 138 for details)

I don't want Aunty Tania and Nana Georgie's houses becoming factories.
..............................................................................................................................................................................
I don't want the waters to be paru.
..............................................................................................................................................................................
I don't want want Nana Mary's house and Phillips Ave becoming factories.
..............................................................................................................................................................................
We have to look after Papatuanuku or it won't be a good place to live for our children.
..............................................................................................................................................................................
I want my family to be able to keep living where they do.
..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
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Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan - Do you support the Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan? If
yes, what do you like about it and why? If not, what don’t you like about it and why not?
(See page 14 of the ŌTCP for overview and pages 139 - 150 for details)

..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
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ŌTCP - Actions - Of the actions outlined, what three actions would you prioritise? (See page
14 of the ŌTCP for overview and pages 171 - 188 for details)
Develop, maintain and protect an ecological network and green belt for Ōtorohanga.
Weave nature through the town centre.
Create Te Ara o Waiwaia - Waipā River Park.
Create a Reserves Management Strategy for Ōtorohanga.
Create Reserves Management Strategy for Ōtorohanga.
Establishing an Enabling Regulatory Framework to enable new development in advance
of changes to the District Plan.
Review and update Planning / District Plan to align with and enable the outcomes
sought through the ŌTCP.
Promote Sustainable Building Practices.
Develop a Zero Waste strategy including Feasibility study for a Resource Recovery
Centre.
Upgrade Maniapoto Street.
Upgrade Turongo Street.
Implement CCTV Camera Network.
Create a Street Network Plan for Ōtorohanga.
Upgrade three key intersections and manage heavy-vehicles.
Create an interconnected walking and cycling network for Ōtorohanga.
Develop a district wide cycle trail network.
Develop a Parking Strategy.
Upgrade Tuhoro Street, Ballance Street, Wahanui Crescent.
Secure Waka Kotahi Innovating Streets funding in support of streetscape projects.
Investigate Public transport for Ōtorohanga.
Develop a Ōtorohanga Sports and Recreation Hub.
Develop a Multipurpose Culture, Community and Arts Facility.
Develop Gateways for Ōtorohanga Township.
Upgrade existing pool facilities or build new facilities.
Develop a naming protocol for Ōtorohanga that recognises the significance of historic
names (people and places).
Develop an Arts, Culture and Heritage Strategy.
Develop an Events Calendar for Ōtorohanga.
Rebrand Ōtorohanga.
Develop a signage strategy for Ōtorohanga.

Why would you prioritise these actions?
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..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
Are there any actions or projects that are missing? If so, what is/are they?
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
Are there any actions or projects that shouldn't be included that are on the list in the
ŌTCP? If so, what is/are they and why?
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
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Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that
you particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
Any other comments? Fell free to use more paper and attach itothe submission if
necessary
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
All submissions (including your name, address and contact details) are provided to Council officers and elected members for
the purpose of analysing feedback. Your personal information will also be used for the administration of the engagement and
decision-making process. Submissions (with individuals names only) will be available online. If requested, submitter details
may be released under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987. If there are good reasons why your
details and/or submission should be kept confidential please contact our Group Manager Strategy and Community on
07 873 4000 or through info@otodc.govt.nz
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Are there any actions or projects that shouldn't be included that are on the list in the ŌTCP? If
so, what is/are they and why?
Phillips ave = NO to be rezoned industrial. It is whanau land for future generations. This land has been
handed down to family for family. Not industry

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
NO to Phillips ave being rezoned industrial. It is whanau land for future generations. This land has been
handed down to family for family. Not industry

Name

Lisa Craven
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Page 52
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Page 54

Page 56
Why would you prioritise these actions?
Protect our whenua and historic and cultural sites

Are there any actions or projects that are missing? If so, what is/are they?
Maori interaction is limited need more

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
The process not being informed as we have land here

Any other comments?
It does nothing for our whanau land and what we want to achieve as whanau and landowners

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

Yes

Louis King
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No consultation with Otorohanga people.

Are there any actions or projects that shouldn't be included that are on the list in the ŌTCP? If
so, what is/are they and why?
Neighborhoods 5 and 9 to should NOT be re zoned to ''industrial''!!

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
I cannot support this plan because there has been NO consultation with Whanau in
areas/neighborhood's 5 and 9!!! And the Council claims there were ''mail/letter drops. NO mail in our
letterboxes!! And not enough time to read 190 pages and have our concerns, questions answered.
Neighborhoods 5 and 9 to should NOT be re zoned to ''industrial''!!

Any other comments?
There has not been any consultation with Maori people of Otorohanga.

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

Yes

Manawa King
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emails, NO phone calls and definitely No mail box letter drops. We were made aware of the proposal in
August 2022 and brought our concerns to the attention of the Council straight away.
*Industrial activity culturally inappropriate
12. The rezoning to Industrial is proposed on the basis that there are current Industrial operations
occurring in Neighbourhood 5 and 9. The Council have said that, in order to respond and provide for an
increase in such operation, the area requires rezoning. It is proposed that this will bring economic
benefits to Ōtorohanga.
13. However, Industrial zoning of Māori Land and residential homes (some of which are owned by
whānau) is inconsistent with tikanga Māori and with the ethic of kaitiakitanga over and for the benefit
of the environment.
14. As required by the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA), our relationship as Māori, to the whenua
must be recognised and provided for as a matter of national importance.
15. This is a strong directive for Council to weigh against other section 6 RMA matters, and which we
consider has greater force and is determinative over the proposal to rezone to Industrial.
*The effect of Industrial zoning negates the way we as Māori view the whenua.
16. Whenua has intrinsic elements that are both physical and spiritual, and it is through whakapapa that
we have maintained our ancient connection. In this way, as through longstanding presence, our ahi kā
still burns strong.
17. Any zoning of our whenua must recognise this and must aim to protect and enhance these values.
Industrial zoning invites activities that increase pollution, noise, air contamination and interrupt our
quality of life.
18. We are concerned that the mauri of our whenua will be degraded should Industrial operations begin
to occur within Neighbourhood 5 and 9, and struggle to understand the rationale for increasing such
operations and activities in a highly sensitive cultural area.
*Industrial zoning has social issues
19. The rezoning of Neighbourhood 5 and 9 poses a threat to our social health and well-being. An
increase in transport, noise, pollution and an increase or likely occurrence of environmentally
destructive activities will have significant impacts on our day to day living.
20. The purpose of the proposed draft development strategy looks to provide benefits for the
community of Ōtorohanga and the district at large. That purpose will not be achieved when the
proposal to Neighbourhood 5 and 9 our whenua as Industrial will adversely affect us, and our social
well-being will be disturbed.
*Industrial Zoning not a robust solution for Ōtōrohanga
21. Any decision to rezone Neighbourhood 5 and 9 will not be a robust solution to create benefits for
Ōtōrohanga. The proposed draft development strategy should be aimed at providing for the
community’s best interests in a way that ensures an enduring solution to town and community growth.
22. However, if Neighbourhood 5 and 9 are zoned Industrial, we will continue to oppose any Industrial
operations that would adversely affect our relationship to the whenua and our way of life. Advocating
for this, is our priority and we will continue to do so at every step of this and any future process.
23. From our perspective, Industrial operators who look to undertake work under any new zoning,
should be put on notice of the issues and concerns raised by this submission.
1. Resource Management Act 1991, s6(e).
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ŌTCP - Actions - Of the actions
outlined, what three actions would you
prioritise? (See page 14 of the ŌTCP
for overview and pages 171 - 188 for
details)

Develop, maintain and protect an ecological network
and green belt for Ōtorohanga.

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
I OPPOSE THE REZONING OF NEIGHBOURHOODS 5 AND 9 TO INDUSTRIAL!!!!
*Retaining our cultural heritage.
1. We do not support the proposed Draft Ōtōrohanga Town Concept Plan. In particular, We oppose the
rezoning of Neighbourhood 5 and 9 to Industrial.
2. We are both residents and Māori landowners located within both Neighbourhood 5 and 9. The
proposed Industrial rezoning poses significant adverse effects on our way of life and our cultural
connection to our whenua.
3. Kowhiroa in Neighbourhood 5 is more than a 'block of land'. This whenua is part of our whānau
history which we can trace back to 1864 and the battle of Orakau. At a time when Māori were being
stripped of their lands by unscrupulous surveyors and others, our tūpuna Rauangi partitioned out this
block with a view to safeguarding it from further alienation. She hoped it would enhance the future of
her uri/descendants.
4. Kowhiroa holds spiritual and historical significance. It also holds emotional and family significance.
It holds the memories of our whānau. It is a reminder of the struggles our tūpuna endured in trying to
hold onto their lands.
5. Our home at Kowhiroa has withstood at least two major floods. There was a time when Kowhiroa
had the Waipa River meandering through it and as such, the history of our whānau and extended whānau
is inextricably intertwined with rich stories that our Ōtorohanga whānau associated with the river.
6. The house that stands on our whenua was built in 1890. It carries stories and history that reflects
our kaitiakitanga.
7. Our whenua was handed down to us through the generations and we are tasked with the role of
kaitiaki. It is our role to ensure that it remains in the whānau to nurture the next generations.
8. Our kainga at Kowhiroa is one of the last remaining lands of our family. It was gifted to us by our
ancestors and is not a commodity. We would not want to risk having it sold off.
*We oppose the Draft Town Concept Plan
9. During a meeting at Kotahitanga Marae on 19 August 2022, we highlighted for the Council the
concerns with this proposal and expressed our intention to oppose this.
10. We now provide this submission to further detail our opposition.
11. Firstly, the proposal to rezone this area was done without any consultation with us. There were NO
emails, NO phone calls and definitely No mail box letter drops. We were made aware of the proposal in
August 2022 and brought our concerns to the attention of the Council straight away.
*Industrial activity culturally inappropriate
12. The rezoning to Industrial is proposed on the basis that there are current Industrial operations
occurring in Neighbourhood 5 and 9. The Council have said that, in order to respond and provide for an
increase in such operation, the area requires rezoning. It is proposed that this will bring economic
benefits to Ōtorohanga.
13. However, Industrial zoning of Māori Land and residential homes (some of which are owned by
whānau) is inconsistent with tikanga Māori and with the ethic of kaitiakitanga over and for the benefit
of the environment.
14. As required by the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA), our relationship as Māori, to the whenua
must be recognised and provided for as a matter of national importance.
15. This is a strong directive for Council to weigh against other section 6 RMA matters, and which we
consider has greater force and is determinative over the proposal to rezone to Industrial.
*The effect of Industrial zoning negates the way we as Māori view the whenua.
16. Whenua has intrinsic elements that are both physical and spiritual, and it is through whakapapa that
we have maintained our ancient connection. In this way, as through longstanding presence, our ahi kā
3
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still burns strong.
17. Any zoning of our whenua must recognise this and must aim to protect and enhance these values.
Industrial zoning invites activities that increase pollution, noise, air contamination and interrupt our
quality of life.
18. We are concerned that the mauri of our whenua will be degraded should Industrial operations begin
to occur within Neighbourhood 5 and 9, and struggle to understand the rationale for increasing such
operations and activities in a highly sensitive cultural area.
*Industrial zoning has social issues
19. The rezoning of Neighbourhood 5 and 9 poses a threat to our social health and well-being. An
increase in transport, noise, pollution and an increase or likely occurrence of environmentally
destructive activities will have significant impacts on our day to day living.
20. The purpose of the proposed draft development strategy looks to provide benefits for the
community of Ōtorohanga and the district at large. That purpose will not be achieved when the
proposal to Neighbourhood 5 and 9 our whenua as Industrial will adversely affect us, and our social
well-being will be disturbed.
*Industrial Zoning not a robust solution for Ōtōrohanga
21. Any decision to rezone Neighbourhood 5 and 9 will not be a robust solution to create benefits for
Ōtōrohanga. The proposed draft development strategy should be aimed at providing for the
community’s best interests in a way that ensures an enduring solution to town and community growth.
22. However, if Neighbourhood 5 and 9 are zoned Industrial, we will continue to oppose any Industrial
operations that would adversely affect our relationship to the whenua and our way of life. Advocating
for this, is our priority and we will continue to do so at every step of this and any future process.
23. From our perspective, Industrial operators who look to undertake work under any new zoning,
should be put on notice of the issues and concerns raised by this submission.
1. Resource Management Act 1991, s6(e).

Any other comments?
I am a landowner in Neighbourhood 5 and whānau of both Neighbourhood 5 & 9 of your DŌTCP.
I oppose the rezoning of both Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 to Heavy and Light Industrial.
We have our own aspirations for our land.
The proposed Industrial rezoning poses significant adverse effects on our way of life and our cultural
connection to our whenua.

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

Yes

Manawa King
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Upgrade three key intersections and manage heavyvehicles.

Why would you prioritise these actions?
We are in a more fortunate position than many other communities with the state of our local ecology,
lets improve and protect it.
Our main street is a 1st impression to visitors.
These intersections pose a safety hazard to all using and surrounding them.

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
Appreciate the effort involved and the many ideas and suggestions considered and having been fleshed
out. We never want to lose the heart of community, the history of working together, looking after each
other and trust. A very strong sense of community has endured, let's keep this front of mind to ensure
moving forward collectively. Protecting our history and sense of belonging, respect for those and their
work done before us to enable us moving forward inclusively.

Name

Maree Toa
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Page 66

Page 67

Page 68

Page 69

Page 70

Page 71

Page 72

Page 73

Page 74

Page 75

Page 76

Page 78

residential and industrial. Minimal Māori land affected in comparison to Zone 5 and 9.
Zone 5 is home to some of the founding families of Ōtorohanga. There has been no consultation
with the landowners. Their voices matter.

Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan - Do you support the Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan? If yes, what
do you like about it and why? If not, what don’t you like about it and why not? (See page 14 of
the ŌTCP for overview and pages 139 - 150 for details)
In theory yes. However, question how it will be funded. Priority should be improving the natural
environment and the water quality. The Infrastructure should be improved to manage steady growth.
The obvious issue is the risk of further flood damage, protecting or preparing the town for that risk
should be prioritised.

ŌTCP - Actions - Of the actions
outlined, what three actions would you
prioritise? (See page 14 of the ŌTCP
for overview and pages 171 - 188 for
details)

Develop a Zero Waste strategy including Feasibility
study for a Resource Recovery Centre.
Upgrade Maniapoto Street.
Develop a naming protocol for Ōtorohanga that
recognises the significance of historic names (people
and places).

Why would you prioritise these actions?
Improvement of the town for the town. For the existing residents, for our tupuna and for future
generations. The priority should not be to attract new people into the town, it should be to respect, and
improve the livelihoods of the ones who are there. It should be to keep the people there, to prevent
families and young people from moving away or out of town. It should be to make people want to
return home and not have reasons to leave. The ŌTCP says on page 50 “the people of a town add to the
life-force of a place – feeding off the mauri of a place as well as adding to the mauri which will remain
in this space for future generations. The energy, feelings, experiences, and the way people live in a
place transcends through generations”. This should remain at the forefront.

Are there any actions or projects that shouldn't be included that are on the list in the ŌTCP? If
so, what is/are they and why?
CCTV Camera network should not be included as a priority and not without expert advice in respect of
issues related to Indigenous Data Sovereignty.

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
- Lack of history included for whānau of Zone 5 and Zone 9
- No consultation with Landowners of Zone 5 & 9
- Zone 9 is not suitable or sensible for development either residential or industrial
2
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- There is no detail or consideration for how the town could or should be protected from further
flooding, another significant flood is predicted to happen within the next 36 years and it has been
modeled that the stop banks will not be sufficient. The entire ŌTCP is aspirational and focussed on
development of the town/district in the next 30 years yet there is no focus on protecting the town from
flooding.
- No explanation of why Zone 6 has not been considered suitable for industrial.
- Zone 9 is not currently zoned industrial yet development of the Happy Valley Nutrition factory has
commenced, the ŌTCP talks about lack of infrastructure and risk of flooding in that area, risk of run off
and contamination of the Waipā river. No discussion on what safe guards are in place to protect the
Waipā from that damage now.

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

Yes

Morris Pye
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Weave nature through the town centre.
Upgrade Maniapoto Street.
Develop a Multipurpose Culture, Community and Arts
Facility.

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
Dislike: As mentioned - the development of Zone 5 and the future for the current land owners and
residents in this area, namely Phillips Ave - meaning, future developments on the land. Could this
rezoning to Industrial Zone 5, halt any future building plans? Could this impact the mana motuhake that
the owners currently have on their land?

Any other comments?
Zone 5 needs to be further explained to those directly affected by the rezoning.

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

Yes

Nikki-Pehia King
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Others again that I could only support if Maori are fully involved eg the Arts, Culture & Heritage strategy.
However, without time to talk it through with others, to discuss and reflect, I cannot tick any of the
above at this stage.

Are there any actions or projects that are missing? If so, what is/are they?
How will the history of Otorohanga beginning with the original families, hapu and iwi and those that
followed be featured in the revamp of the town.
'Rangatahi specific' projects

Are there any actions or projects that shouldn't be included that are on the list in the ŌTCP? If
so, what is/are they and why?
Wld like the opportunity to ask questions I have such as the potential overload of power and influence
in the hands of the Otodc and does this diminish the opportunity for broader participation. Who are the
rightful groups and/or people to lead out aspirations such as Arts, Culture. How confident can we be
that Maori will be fully engage. What is Otodc track record for
Still questions to be asked and answered and points of view to be heard.

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
Feeling 'rushed' and anxious having only just heard about the OTCP.

Any other comments?
I want to know that:
* the early history of Otorohanga will be acknowledged
* tupuna Maori (men and women) will be acknowledged & celebrated
* That housing needs of local whanau will be supported & not compromised by any future plans

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

Yes

Orewa Barrett-Ohia
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Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.

Name

No

Robert King
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ŌTCP - Actions - Of the actions
outlined, what three actions would you
prioritise? (See page 14 of the ŌTCP
for overview and pages 171 - 188 for
details)

Create Reserves Management Strategy for Ōtorohanga.
Create an interconnected walking and cycling network
for Ōtorohanga.
Develop a Ōtorohanga Sports and Recreation Hub.

Why would you prioritise these actions?
Because we need something for the youth to do. We need people to have access to outdoor spaces. A
healthy body creates a healthy mind. Without that they will fall into alcohol and drugs simply through
boredom. And the rest of the options are mostly a bunch of bureaucratic rubbish that makes the
councillors feel good about themselves.

Are there any actions or projects that are missing? If so, what is/are they?
Remember when we had events that bought the town together. Like the Top Town events. The annual
raft race down the Waipa. We could do with more business house sporting/social events. Look after
the people first. How the hell does 'rebranding Otorohanga' or 'developing gateways' benefit the greater
majority of Otorohanga.

Are there any actions or projects that shouldn't be included that are on the list in the ŌTCP? If
so, what is/are they and why?
Most of them. They don't apply to a greater majority of the residents. For example, how does
'developing a signage strategy' have any benefit to the residents of Rangitahi St?

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
Again, it only benefits a minority of the town population. And that minority is already privileged. eg.
councillors and business owners.

Name

Shannon Hamana
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whānau even further by turning what remains into an industrial area.
- Zone 6 has not been considered for “industrial”. Zone 6 has private investment
in the millions of dollars. It seems as though this land has been ear marked for
residential development with no consideration of industrial development.
Oxidation ponds are already in Zone 6. Raised above the flood plains and safe
from flooding, close to the railway and state highway, ideal for multi use
including industrial.
- Zone 5 is home to some of the founding families of Ōtorohanga and consists
of Māori land. There has been no consultation with the landowners. The
Council has continued to encroach on those areas and has claimed the riverbed
on Phillips avenue. Laid a culvert, concreted over it and taken it with no
consultation with landowners.

Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan - Do you support the Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan? If yes, what
do you like about it and why? If not, what don’t you like about it and why not? (See page 14 of
the ŌTCP for overview and pages 139 - 150 for details)
In theory yes. However, question how it will be funded. Priority should be
improving the natural environment and the water quality. If not, economic development will only further
degrade the mana of Ōtorohanga.

ŌTCP - Actions - Of the actions
outlined, what three actions would you
prioritise? (See page 14 of the ŌTCP
for overview and pages 171 - 188 for
details)

Develop, maintain and protect an ecological network
and green belt for Ōtorohanga.
Create an interconnected walking and cycling network
for Ōtorohanga.
Develop a naming protocol for Ōtorohanga that
recognises the significance of historic names (people
and places).

Why would you prioritise these actions?
Restoring nature is paramount - Ōtorohanga was once pristine...
Walking and cycling are important for peoples' physical, mental, spiritual, and social health because it
provides opportunities for connection, physical activity, quality family time, and is a good action for
climate change. Reducing reliance on cars for recreation and movement is an action of Mauri Tū,
because it protects āhuarangi (climate).
The historical significance and whakapapa of Ōtorohanga should be emphasized. This also involves
2
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building positive relationships with all mana whenua, so that the history can be shared and told.
Establishing a papakāinga and building positive relationships with mana whenua and nature, and
avoiding discriminatory industrialisation is critical. This would also contribute to recogniseing ahi kā
whānau properly, retaining whānau in the town and enhancing the mauri of Ōtorohanga

Are there any actions or projects that are missing? If so, what is/are they?
the land taken for the stop banks needs to be publicly recognised, the story told and those wrongs be
made right (although that could be a kaupapa separate to this one) but food
for thought and may be worth mentioning to bring it to light in an effort to protect
Zone 5 & 9 from industrialisation.

Are there any actions or projects that shouldn't be included that are on the list in the ŌTCP? If
so, what is/are they and why?
CCTV Camera network. Otorohanga as of 2018 had a population made up of
30% Māori. There are issues of indigenous data sovereignty when
filming/monitoring Māori and indigenous people. This would require consultation and consent from
every single Māori person that would be in the
CCTV camera network.

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
a) Lack of history included for whanau of Zone 5 and Zone 9
b) No consultation with Landowners of Zone 5 & 9 eg Council has not approached
them or asked for their input, they are whanau who have been deeply traumatised
by events and actions of Council and govt and this history has not been
acknowledged or considered
c) Zone 9 being industrial makes absolutely no logical sense and there does not
appear to be any plan for how it can be feasible
d) There is no detail or consideration for how the town could or should be protected
from further flooding, another significant flood is predicted to happen within the
next 36 years and it has been modeled that the stop banks will not be sufficient.
The entire OTCP is aspirational and focussed on development of the town/district
in the next 30 years yet there is no focus on protecting the town from flooding.
e) No explanation of why Zone 6 has not been considered for industrial. Appears to
be set aside for residential development and has already got significant private
investment in the millions.
f) Talks about industrial area development, will these be foreign owned factories
and companies like the Happy Valley Dairy factory?
g) Zone 9 is not industrial yet development of the Happy Valley Dairy factory has
commenced, the OTCP talks about lack of infrastructure and risk of flooding in
that area, risk of run off and contamination of the Waipā river, what safe guards
are in place to protect the Waipā from that damage already?

Any other comments?
:-)

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

No

Summer Rangimaarie
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Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
N/a

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.

No

All submissions (including your name, address and contact details) are provided to Council
officers and elected members for the purpose of analysing feedback. Your personal information
will also be used for the administration of the engagement and decision-making process.
Submissions (with individuals names only) will be available online. If requested, submitter details
may be released under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987. If there
are good reasons why your details and/or submission should be kept confidential please contact
our Group Manager Strategy and Community on 07 873 4000 or through info@otodc.govt.nz
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Why would you prioritise these actions?
There would be more for people to do and the pools need upgrading

Are there any actions or projects that are missing? If so, what is/are they?
The college upgrade.

Are there any actions or projects that shouldn't be included that are on the list in the ŌTCP? If
so, what is/are they and why?
Not sure

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
No

Any other comments?
Please look into the college as it needs help

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.

No

All submissions (including your name, address and contact details) are provided to Council
officers and elected members for the purpose of analysing feedback. Your personal information
will also be used for the administration of the engagement and decision-making process.
Submissions (with individuals names only) will be available online. If requested, submitter details
may be released under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987. If there
are good reasons why your details and/or submission should be kept confidential please contact
our Group Manager Strategy and Community on 07 873 4000 or through info@otodc.govt.nz
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personal security, equity of opportunity, rights and freedoms (Page 9).
Proposing to industrialise Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 works against this objective. It would disconnect
individuals, families, whānau, hapu and iwi from their whenua. There is no “pride of place” for whānau
who have factories and/or industrial areas on their back doorstep. Zone 5 particularly is already
surrounded by industrial. At the Phillips Avenue end of Zone 5, the only outstanding land that does not
have industry on it is Māori owned land or privately owned land. The attendee’s of the hui convened on
15 September 2022 saw that first hand when they walked the whenua. They heard the interruptions of
heavy traffic and machinery. These Residents have opposed the rezoning vocally. There is concern
about how the Māori owned and privately owned whenua within Neighbourhood 5 would be obtained for
industrial purposes should the rezoning be successful.

Poor placement of Zone 9 as industrial area on flood plains and flood risk areas
Sustainable and resilient land-use – Develop a sustainable approach to land use change providing for
resilient land-use and infrastructure integration so that land-use activities, infrastructure, and
community support are brought together at the right time, in the right sequence (Page 9). It is difficult
to comprehend how an area of land that is located on the floodplains, borders on the Waipa River and
has significant areas of wetlands can be identified as an area for “sustainable and resilient land-use”
and be deemed suitable for industrialisation.
There is no information in the ŌTCP that discusses “infrastructure integration” in Neighbourhood 9.
The map on page 44 summarises the biophysical constraints and opportunities of the Ōtorohanga
ward. Zone 9 is in an area deemed to be “Less suitable for development”. Right next to the Waipa River,
on a “1:10 year flood plain” and “Wetland”.
Alignment with National Policy Framework – Ensure for development in Ōtorohanga is consistent with
the ‘National Policy framework’, with particular regard to:
•
Resilient 3 waters infrastructure
•
Avoiding inappropriate land-use and development on highly productive land
•
Protecting and enhancing the natural environment – freshwater, biodiversity, and air quality (Page
9).
Developing a flood prone area into an industrial area is innapropriate land use and does not align with
objectives. It is in stark contrast to the objective “Protecting and enhancing the natural environment –
freshwater, biodiversity, and air quality”. The Waipā River is already suffering from the effects of
unmitigated runoff from roads and industrial areas (Page 42). There would be a significant increased
risk of run off into the Waipā River and damage to the wetlands that exist in that area. This is not
protecting and enhancing freshwater or biodiversity. The ŌDC has provided no information as to how
this should be or would be mitigated.
Land Ownership
Mana whenua owned land accounts for 21% of the overall area. Mana whenua have ownership of highly
developable land. Significant economic growth can be unlocked within these landholdings with the right
investment and partnerships ”(Page 91).
“Higly Developable land” – This is ŌDC’s determination of the land. This is not as the land is viewed
through a Te Ao Māori lens. Whānau of Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 do not view their land as “highly
developable”. We view the whenua as our home, one of the only places left on the face of the earth that
we connect to. It is not land that is to be developed. We are the whenua and the whenua is us.
“Significant economic growth” – ŌDC does not expand on who the economic growth relates to. In our
view, the economic growth would come to those who industrialise the whenua, not the whānau who
intend to protect it is as it is.
ŌDC has provided no information as to how it intends to proceed now that it is faced with objection to
rezoning and proposed land use.
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already has existing industry, which includes agricultural supplies, milking systems, automotive
dealerships and recycling centres. This neighbourhood is ripe for further development and will benefit
from knowledge and job agglomeration economies as more industry moves into the area. A
coordinated approach to plan for the development of this neighbourhood, in a sensitive and integrated
manner with Neighbourhood 6 and its higher amenity residential environments (Page 95).
Through the eyes of the Māori landowners and descendents of this neighbourhood, we do not agree
that it is “ripe for further development and job agglomeration economies as more industry moves into
the area”. The whenua that is Māori land will remain Māori land and will not be industrialised.
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Neighbourhood 9
Overall, 17 sites were identified in this neighbourhood as being highly suitable for take-up of
development and subdivision, the largest being over 122,000m2 in size.
The total size of high quality score parcels is 43 hectares. This neighbourhood allows for Ōtorohanga
to grow commercially without constraint, as there is sufficient land to cover Ōtorohanga business and
industrial development. As more industry move into the area, we would also expect a number of
amenities to follow suit, primarily food and beverage businesses who will need to be accommodated
with smaller plot sizes. Given the size and complexity of this neighbourhood, a more detailed structure
planning exercise would help coordinate the roll out of development with overall better outcomes;
noting in particular that site constraints such as access along a state highway, and flood prone land
and run-off risks affecting the Waipā River need to be addressed through development and activities
(Page 95).
ŌDC should address the site constraints such as the state highway, flood prone land and run-off risks
affecting the Waipā River. ŌDC should address the wrongs of the past that continue into the present
day before they assume they have any right to make proposals for use of whenua that is not theirs.

The Methodology
The ŌTCP project methodology consists of five phases over a 32 week period. The project follows a
landscape planning and community focused approach involving a comprehensive engagement process
with the Ōtorohanga community and stakeholders, in conjunction with Council, the Ōtorohanga
community Board and in partnership with Mana Whenua (Page 11). It is concerning that the affected
whānau of Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 were not considered to be “stakeholders” and were not included in the
early consultations.
Who’s involved
Engagement strategy utilised the International Association for Public Participation spectrum of
engagement to structure engagement with public sector, private sector and civil society including
indigenous communities as project and treaty partners (Page 12).
In the diagram listed on page 12, the NRMC are listed as “Project Partners”. Ngāti Maniapoto Trust
Board are listed as “Key Stakeholders”. The Ōtorohanga Community are listed as “Stakeholders”. Land
owners and whānau of Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 are not listed. As “indigenous communities” and “Treaty
partners” they should have been included at the level of “Project Partners”.
Cultural Foundations
Work with Ōtorohanga’s Mana Whenua Nehenehenui to promote and embrace the shared beliefs,
values, customs, visual and performing arts, ceremonies and heritage that make up and enrich our
communities, promote diversity and inclusivity, and revitalise our heritage through mātauranga Māori
and tikanga – traditions (Page 9).
The ŌDC has assumed that the NRMC can speak to the shared beliefs. Not one member of the NRMC
live within Zone 5 or 9. They therefore are in no position to speak for the whānau that do.
History inaccurately recorded and/or acknowledged
Ōtorohanga past and present. “Fertile Waipā river – which were often described as lush, plentiful
gardens laden with fruit trees – Ōtorohanga has a deep history .” (Page 18)
“Throughout its history, Ōtorohanga has remebered the sacrifices and losses made by its people during
major events such as the land wars, the battle of Huipūtea, the world wars, and the devastating flood of
1958 ” (Page 18)
It is disagreed that Ōtorohanga has remembered the sacrifices and losses made by its people
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Some stories wait and they reveal themselves when the time is right. The ŌTCP process has opened up
korero which have waited for a long time, so now is an optimum moment for the township to explore
who it is. By taking time to understand where Ōtorohanga has come from, and why it is the way it is,
the ŌTCP seeks to identify opportunities to build on these histories, and to inform the future in a way
that is meaningful, authentic, and true to its spirit” (Page 18).
As whānau of Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 we disagree that the ŌTCP has “opened up korero which have
waited a long time”. The ŌDC is yet to “take the time to understand where Ōtorohanga has come from”.
The true history of how the stop banks were created and how the land to do so was acquired has not
been made known or acknowledged. ŌDC has not sought out that history from the very few remaining
survivors of that era nor have they taken steps to make right the wrongdoings of the past. ŌDC now
seeks to rezone what remains of that whenua and further alienate whānau, disrespect whānau and
disregard the painful history that lays with that whenua. This, in our view, is blatantly disrespectful and
does not align with the objectives of the ŌTCP.
Te Aranga Design Principles (Page 26)
We do not agree that the ŌTCP has provided sufficient information as to how the Te Aranga Design
Principles align with the decision and/or proposal for Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 to be zoned “industrial”,
Neighbourhoods that are significantly made up of Māori owned land or land owned by Māori . In our
view, the decision/proposal to zone Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 as “industrial” goes against the Core Māori
Values and Te Aranga Māori Design values and principles set out on pages 26 of the ŌTCP.
Rāngatiratanga - Self Determination Kaitiakitanga- Guardianship Manaakitanga - Hospitality
Wairuatanga - Spirituality Kōtahitanga - Unity Whānaungatanga - Kinship Mātauranga - Māori World View
Mana Rāngatiratanga -The status of iwi and hapū as Mana Whenua is recognised and respected and
appropriately addressed in the design environment.
Attributes:
• Provides a platform for working relationships where Mana Whenua values, world views, tikanga,
cultural narratives and visual identity can be appropriately expressed in the design environment.
• High-quality treaty based relationships are fundamental to the application of the other Te Aranga
principles.
Whakapapa - Māori names, Tūpuna, narratives and customary practices are celebrated and honoured to
enhance the sense of place connections.
Attributes:
• Recognises and celebrates the significance of Mana Whenua ancestral names.
• Recognises ancestral names as entry points for exploring and honouring tūpuna, historical narratives
and customary practices associated with development sites and their ability to enhance sense of place
connections.
Tohu - Mana Whenua sites and cultural landmarks are acknowledged, managed, protected and
enhanced, where appropriate, to reinforce a sense of place and identity.
Attributes:
• Supports a process whereby significant sites can be identified, managed, protected and enhanced.
• Celebrates local and wider unique cultural heritage and community characteristics that reinforce a
sense of place and identity.
Taiao -The natural environment is protected, revitalised and/or enhanced to levels where Mana Whenua
harvesting is possible and native ecosystems restored to clean and acceptable levels.
Attributes:
• Sustains and enhances the natural environment.
• Local flora and fauna which are familiar and significant to Mana Whenua are key natural landscape
elements within urban and/or modified areas.
• Natural environments are protected, restored or enhanced to levels where sustainable Mana Whenua
harvesting is possible.
Mauri Tū - Ecology, water and soils are recognised and protected. The quality of wai, whenua, ngahere
and hau takiwā are actively monitored, and community wellbeing is enhanced.
Attributes:
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• Community well-being is enhanced.
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Mahi Toi - Iwi/ hapū narratives are captured and expressed creatively and appropriately into the design
by iwi mandated design / art professionals.
Attributes:
• Ancestral names, local tohu and iwi narratives are creatively reinscribed into the design environment
including landscape; architecture; interior design and public art.
• Iwi / hapū mandated design professionals and artists are appropriately engaged in such processes.
Ahi Kā - Iwi / hapū have a living and enduring presence that is secure and valued within their rohe - this
can be through customary, cultural and commercial dimensions which are delivered through kaitiaki
roles.
Attributes:
• Mana Whenua live, work and play within their own rohe.
• Acknowledges the post Treaty of Waitangi settlement environment where iwi living presence can
include customary, cultural and commercial dimensions.
• Living iwi / hapū presence and associated kaitiaki roles are resumed within urban areas
Acknowledges a Māori world view of the wider significance of tohu / landmarks and their ability to
inform the design of specific development sites.

Extensive flooding
The flooding of Waipā, Mangapu and Mangawhero rivers significantly limit the long term potential
footprint of the Ōtorohanga urban area. In addition, flood models developed by Waikato Regional
Council suggest that the existing stop banks will not be enough to protect the town from a 1 in 100
year flood event, meaning that Ōtorohanga should expect a flood similar to the 1958 flood at some
point during this century. While it is too early to determine, changes in weather patterns may
exacerbate this issue (Page 42).
If the WRC modelling is correct, Ōtorohanga can expect the next major flood to occur within the next 36
years. The ŌDC has not provided any information as to how it intends to mitigate this risk and
reinforce the stopbanks.
Further, it is nonsensical to propose that Neighbourhood 9 be zoned as “industrial” when it is in such a
high risk area for flooding.
Zone 6 has not been considered for “industrial”. Zone 6 has private investment in the millions of
dollars. It seems as though this land has been ear marked for residential development with no
consideration of industrial development. Oxidation ponds are already in Zone 6. Raised above the flood
plains and safe from flooding, close to the railway and state highway, ideal for multi use including
industrial.

Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan - Do you support the Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan? If yes, what
do you like about it and why? If not, what don’t you like about it and why not? (See page 14 of
the ŌTCP for overview and pages 139 - 150 for details)
•
In theory yes. However, there are concerns as to how it will be funded. ŌDC has not provided
sufficient information regarding funding.
•
Priority should be given to improving the natural environment, the water quality and the existing
Infrastructure.
•
Priority should be given to restoring and truly appreciating the multitude of heritage buildings.
5
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•
Ōtorohanga Town Hall as set out on page 65
•
Ōtorohanga Sports and Recreation hub
•
Mulitipurpose Community Facility
•
Ōtorohanga Community Hub
•
Supportive of “Rebrand of Ōtorohanga” as set out on page 55 & 75 - Develop a new brand for
Ōtorohanga that draws inspiration from its rich heritage and its surrounding natural environment. Focus
on identifying and platforming stories that are unique and authentic to the area. Promote these stories
through creative signs, gateways, wayfinding, sculptural installations, murals, annual events, and
promotional advertising.

ŌTCP - Actions - Of the actions
outlined, what three actions would you
prioritise? (See page 14 of the ŌTCP
for overview and pages 171 - 188 for
details)

Develop a Zero Waste strategy including Feasibility
study for a Resource Recovery Centre.
Develop a Multipurpose Culture, Community and Arts
Facility.
Develop a naming protocol for Ōtorohanga that
recognises the significance of historic names (people
and places).

Why would you prioritise these actions?
Environmental wellbeing. Community wellbeing. History intertwined with the present so it is never
forgotten where the town came from.

Are there any actions or projects that are missing? If so, what is/are they?
Accurate recognition of history. Acknowledgement of the whānau who sacrificed their whenua and their
connection to the Awa (construction of stopbanks and diversion of the Waipa River) to protect
Ōtorohanga.

Are there any actions or projects that shouldn't be included that are on the list in the ŌTCP? If
so, what is/are they and why?
CCTV Camera network. Otorohanga as of 2018 had a population made up of 30% Māori. There are
issues of indigenous data sovereignty when filming/monitoring Māori and indigenous people.

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
a) Lack of history included for whanau of Zone 5 and Zone 9
b) No consultation with Landowners of Zone 5 & 9 eg Council did not approach them or ask for their
input until the plan had already been drafted, they are whanau who have been deeply traumatised by
events and actions of Council and govt and this history has not been acknowledged or considered.
There is an expectation for whanau to trust ŌDC, why would they when their whenua is continually
encroached on, the River bed on Phillips avenue has been claimed and whanau live in 2022 with
landlocked whenua. ŌDC needs to restore trust and make right the wrongs that have created the deep
sense of mistrust.
c) Zone 9 being industrial makes absolutely no logical sense and there does not appear to be any
plan for how it can be feasible
d) There is no detail or consideration for how the town could or should be protected from further
flooding, another significant flood is predicted to happen within the next 36 years and it has been
modeled that the stop banks will not be sufficient. The entire OTCP is aspirational and focussed on
development of the town/district in the next 30 years yet there is no focus on protecting the town from
flooding.
e) No explanation of why Zone 6 has not been considered for industrial. Appears to be set aside for
residential development and has already got significant private investment in the millions.
f) Talks about industrial area development, will these be foreign owned factories and companies like
6
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the Happy Valley Dairy factory?
g) Zone 9 is not industrial yet development of the Happy Valley Dairy factory has commenced, the
OTCP talks about lack of infrastructure and risk of flooding in that area, risk of run off and
contamination of the Waipā river, what safe guards are in place to protect the Waipā from that damage
already?

Any other comments?
The ŌTCP sets out definitions for land use Zones on pages 154 - 164
Industrial Zone
The industrial zone provides either heavy or light industrial activity, with an anticipated level of amenity
lower than the centre zones. Light industry activities, include production, manufacturing, logistics,
storage, transport and distribution activities, whereas heavy industry activities primary attributes of a
heavy
industrial zone is that it contains sites large enough to accommodate large-scale industrial activites.
The zone is typically located within proximity of key transport routes - in particular suitable for freight
(Page 161).
This is the use that the Council is proposing for Zone 5 and 9. It is disrespectful and degrading
considering the amount of Māori owned land in those zones and given the intergenerational trauma the
affected Whānau have already experienced through loss of whenua.
Neighbourhood 5
Given how much of this neighbourhood is Māori owned and occupied land, and the whānau/land owners
opposition to the proposed rezone to Industrial, ŌDC needs to consider more appropriate zoning such
as:
Māori Purpose Zone (Page 164)
The zone enables residential intensification within existing residential zones which have been identified
as adequate to accommodate higher densitiy development. Fundamentally, the zone provides for
suburban built character and encourages site redevelopment, primarily for single family houses and
duplex housing. These are expected to be on larger sites to allow sufficent room for good urban design
outcomes and high amenity on site .

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

Yes

Chinekwa Pye

All submissions (including your name, address and contact details) are provided to Council
officers and elected members for the purpose of analysing feedback. Your personal information
will also be used for the administration of the engagement and decision-making process.
Submissions (with individuals names only) will be available online. If requested, submitter details
may be released under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987. If there
are good reasons why your details and/or submission should be kept confidential please contact
our Group Manager Strategy and Community on 07 873 4000 or through info@otodc.govt.nz
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Are there any actions or projects that are missing? If so, what is/are they?
Papakainga strategy

Are there any actions or projects that shouldn't be included that are on the list in the ŌTCP? If
so, what is/are they and why?
All the non-ticked

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
Dislike no consultation with zone 5 & 9

Any other comments?
Lack of due diligence by nehenehenui rmc reps on consultation group.
Non appointment of an independant to do door to door engagement in proposed zones 5 & 9

Name

Hazel Coromandel-Wander

All submissions (including your name, address and contact details) are provided to Council
officers and elected members for the purpose of analysing feedback. Your personal information
will also be used for the administration of the engagement and decision-making process.
Submissions (with individuals names only) will be available online. If requested, submitter details
may be released under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987. If there
are good reasons why your details and/or submission should be kept confidential please contact
our Group Manager Strategy and Community on 07 873 4000 or through info@otodc.govt.nz
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All submissions (including your name, address and contact details) are provided to Council
officers and elected members for the purpose of analysing feedback. Your personal information
will also be used for the administration of the engagement and decision-making process.
Submissions (with individuals names only) will be available online. If requested, submitter details
may be released under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987. If there
are good reasons why your details and/or submission should be kept confidential please contact
our Group Manager Strategy and Community on 07 873 4000 or through info@otodc.govt.nz
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All submissions (including your name, address and contact details) are provided to Council
officers and elected members for the purpose of analysing feedback. Your personal information
will also be used for the administration of the engagement and decision-making process.
Submissions (with individuals names only) will be available online. If requested, submitter details
may be released under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987. If there
are good reasons why your details and/or submission should be kept confidential please contact
our Group Manager Strategy and Community on 07 873 4000 or through info@otodc.govt.nz
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Develop a Multipurpose Culture, Community and Arts
Facility.
Develop a naming protocol for Ōtorohanga that
recognises the significance of historic names (people
and places).

Why would you prioritise these actions?
To strengthen, enhance, celebrate the whakapapa relationships to Te Ara o Waiwaia.
To support community activities.
To acknowledge and recognise our rich Māori cultural heritage and Māori place names in Ōtorohanga.

Are there any actions or projects that shouldn't be included that are on the list in the ŌTCP? If
so, what is/are they and why?
I object to the rezonoing of Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 of the Draft Ōtorohanga Concept Plan (2022) to
Industrial -Heavy and Light.
Further discussions are required with whānau, hapū and Iwi and landowners to be fully informed and to
be inclusive in decision making for future land development options.
There are concerns regarding the proposed rezoning of residential Neighbourhoods 5 and 9 because
Industrial zoning has the potential to exclude residential living/housing and lifestyles. There is the
potential for adverse effects on those residents whose lifestyles, living will be impacted by the change
in zoning and industrial activities in their neighborhood.
There is the potential for industrial activities to increase pollution, noise, air contamination and impact
on communities quality of life and lifestyles.

Any other comments?
I object to the rezonoing of Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 of the Draft Ōtorohanga Concept Plan (2022) to
Industrial -Heavy and Light. Further discussions are required with whānau, hapū and Iwi and landowners
to be fully informed and to be inclusive in decision making for future land development options.
There are concerns regarding the proposed rezoning of residential Neighbourhoods 5 and 9 because
Industrial zoning has the potential to exclude residential living/housing and lifestyles.
There is the potential for industrial activities to increase pollution, noise, air contamination and
interrupt families quality of life and lifestyles.

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

Yes

Kura Stafford

All submissions (including your name, address and contact details) are provided to Council
officers and elected members for the purpose of analysing feedback. Your personal information
will also be used for the administration of the engagement and decision-making process.
Submissions (with individuals names only) will be available online. If requested, submitter details
may be released under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987. If there
are good reasons why your details and/or submission should be kept confidential please contact
our Group Manager Strategy and Community on 07 873 4000 or through info@otodc.govt.nz
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in the summary of key themes, one was to "Strengthen social services."
On page 108/109 The Otorohanga Support House is named as a place of importance.
We are disappointed to then see on page 147 and 149, 120 Maniapoto Street (current location of
Otorohanga Support House) is listed as a possible location of the new mixed use community facility.
While we like the idea of the mixed-use community facility, this facility is proposed to include several
things but not any social services or the Otorohanga Support House and there is no proposed property
in the plan for this or other social services which will continue to be
needed, to then be relocated to. We believe social services/mental health services need to be
normalised and that there is a need to have an easy level of accessibility to the community. We
therefore believe the town centre is the best place for these services to remain.

ŌTCP - Actions - Of the actions
outlined, what three actions would you
prioritise? (See page 14 of the ŌTCP
for overview and pages 171 - 188 for
details)

Upgrade Turongo Street.
Upgrade three key intersections and manage heavyvehicles.
Develop a Parking Strategy.

Any other comments?
We support the ODC in the quest to produce a Town Concept Plan – we appreciate the thorough
response from Ross when we have raised questions regarding the contents of the draft plan.
To have a vision of what we want for our town going forward is important.
When you are talking about this future plan, I’m sure you can appreciate this raises concern and an
emotional response because to us, these are not just properties, they are our homes, the homes of our
whanau and friends and the places we work and play in every day with our colleagues our children and
our community.
The TCP is touted to the community as guiding document with no statutory status, as document with
no real teeth. We believe as a “guiding document” this will be looked to when updating the District Plan
and other statutory documents. In which these zoning and other changes can actually be made reality.
Therefore, the TCP does in fact have power that can leave a legacy both positive or negative for our
future generations to live with.

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

No

Lane and Adelle Martin

All submissions (including your name, address and contact details) are provided to Council
officers and elected members for the purpose of analysing feedback. Your personal information
will also be used for the administration of the engagement and decision-making process.
Submissions (with individuals names only) will be available online. If requested, submitter details
may be released under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987. If there
are good reasons why your details and/or submission should be kept confidential please contact
our Group Manager Strategy and Community on 07 873 4000 or through info@otodc.govt.nz
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All submissions (including your name, address and contact details) are provided to Council
officers and elected members for the purpose of analysing feedback. Your personal information
will also be used for the administration of the engagement and decision-making process.
Submissions (with individuals names only) will be available online. If requested, submitter details
may be released under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987. If there
are good reasons why your details and/or submission should be kept confidential please contact
our Group Manager Strategy and Community on 07 873 4000 or through info@otodc.govt.nz
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Create an interconnected walking and cycling network
for Ōtorohanga.
Upgrade existing pool facilities or build new facilities.

Why would you prioritise these actions?
The three Major Road Intersections are all slow and Inefficiant, they cause major congestion at peak
times.
The flood bank walk way is a great success, and further devopment of a network, would be hugely
beneficial to the comunity.
As a member of the Memorial pools and Gym, I feel it gives really good value for money. However the
Main Pool is well overdue for a refurb

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
Rezoning of the northern area of Zone 5 from its current status of Residential to Industrial.
Please see comments at beginning of the survey.

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

Yes

Richard Gibbons-Goodhew

All submissions (including your name, address and contact details) are provided to Council
officers and elected members for the purpose of analysing feedback. Your personal information
will also be used for the administration of the engagement and decision-making process.
Submissions (with individuals names only) will be available online. If requested, submitter details
may be released under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987. If there
are good reasons why your details and/or submission should be kept confidential please contact
our Group Manager Strategy and Community on 07 873 4000 or through info@otodc.govt.nz
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2.
Advice of consultation was received (date unknown) and submissions due by 16th September
2022 at 5pm. Submitters will be able to speak to their submission on Tuesday 27th September 2022.
3. Hauaauru ki Uta Regional Management Committee (RMC) is one of seven forums established to
represent marae in a specific geographical area within Maniapoto and are a branch of the Mandated Iwi
Authority named,” The Maniapoto Maaori Trust Board”
4.

The Maniapoto Maaori Trust Board (MMTB) must comply with two Acts:

5. 1) - Section 56 of the Maaori Trust Board Act 1955 provides for representation of specific sections
or divisions of stakeholders/beneficiaries (i.e. marae, land owners).
6. 2) - The Maniapoto Maaori Trust Board Act 1988 under Section 5-7 provides for membership of the
Board and Section 8 makes specific mention to Regional Management Committee (RMC) and how they
comprise of people elected to represent the interests of marae in the Maniapoto area.
7. Hauaauru ki Uta RMC is a collective of seven marae within the Waitomo District Council (WDC)
area, consisting of Marokopa, Pohatuiri, Tokikapu, Kaputuhi, Te Kauae, Te Korapa Tuu and Rereaamanu
with a representative that sits on the Maniapoto Maaori Trust Board, our local mandated iwi authority.
8. Hauaauru ki Uta Regional Management Committee fully supports the submissions against the
rezoning of residential neighbourhoods (Zones) five and nine by whaanau members who are land
owners (Mana whenua) or residence in neighbourhood block five and nine.
9. Although this is not within the Hauaauru ki Uta Regional Management Committee regional area of
interest and is in the Te Nehenehenui Regional Management Committee regional area, Hauaauru ki Uta
Regional Management Committee have submitted on the request of our whaanau members who are
land owners (Mana whenua) and residence who are affiliated with our marae named above within our
Hauaauru ki Uta Regional Management Committee regional area of interest.
10. Hauaauru ki Uta Regional Management Committee (RMC) supports the following statements
stated in the submission form. (Please note, added comments are in brackets from the original
statements)
a) Lack of history included for whaanau (who are land owners - Mana whenua) of Zone five and Zone
nine.
b) No consultation with Landowners of Zone five and nine e.g. Ootorohanga District Council did not
approach them or ask (whaanau members who are land owners - Mana whenua or residence) for their
input until the plan had already been drafted.
c) Zone nine being industrial makes absolutely no logical sense and there does not appear to be any
plan for how it can be feasible.
d) There is no detail or consideration for how the town could or should be protected from further
flooding, another significant flood is predicted to happen within the next 36 years and it has been
modelled that the stop banks will not be sufficient. The entire OTCP is aspirational and focussed on
development of the town/district in the next 30 years yet there is no focus on protecting the town from
flooding.
11. Hauaauru ki Uta Regional Management Committee also supports the following statements –
The Methodology
It is concerning that the affected whaanau of Neighbourhood five and nine were not considered to be
“stakeholders” and were not included in the early consultation.
Who’s involved?
In the diagram listed on page 12, the (Nehenehenui Regional Management Committee) NRMC are listed
as “Key Stakeholders”, (should state “Project Partners”) the Ootorohanga Community are listed as
2
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Cultural Foundations
The (Ootorohanga District Council) ODC has assumed that (Nehenehenui Regional Management
Committee) NRMC can speak to the shared beliefs. Not one member of the (Nehenehenui Regional
Management Committee) NRMC live within Zone five or nine. Lack of history included for whaanau
(who are land owners - Mana whenua) of Zone five and Zone nine. They therefore are in no position to
speak for the whaanau that do.
12. Hauaauru ki Uta Regional Management Committee do not wish to be heard with regards to this
submission, however a representative from our Committee may be present at the hearing in support of
those whaanau members that have submitted against. Please refer to the contact details above.
Naaku iti nei – Ronald Takerei – Secretary for the Hauaauru ki Uta Regional Management Committee.

Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan - Do you support the Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan? If yes, what
do you like about it and why? If not, what don’t you like about it and why not? (See page 14 of
the ŌTCP for overview and pages 139 - 150 for details)
Hauaauru ki Uta Regional Management Committee

Draft Ootorohanga Town Concept Plan
Ootorohanga District Council (ODC)
27 Turongo Street
Ootorohanga - 3900
Ootorohanga District Council
PO Box 11
Ootorohanga 3940

16th September 2022
Draft Ootorohanga Town Concept Plan.
The submitter:

1. I, Ronald Takerei, the secretary for the Hauaauru ki Uta Regional Management Committee (RMC)
appreciates the opportunity for our Committee to submit on the Draft Ootorohanga Town concept Plan
2022.
2.
Advice of consultation was received (date unknown) and submissions due by 16th September
2022 at 5pm. Submitters will be able to speak to their submission on Tuesday 27th September 2022.
3
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3. Hauaauru ki Uta Regional Management Committee (RMC) is one of seven forums established to
represent marae in a specific geographical area within Maniapoto and are a branch of the Mandated Iwi
Authority named,” The Maniapoto Maaori Trust Board”
4.

The Maniapoto Maaori Trust Board (MMTB) must comply with two Acts:

5. 1) - Section 56 of the Maaori Trust Board Act 1955 provides for representation of specific sections
or divisions of stakeholders/beneficiaries (i.e. marae, land owners).
6. 2) - The Maniapoto Maaori Trust Board Act 1988 under Section 5-7 provides for membership of the
Board and Section 8 makes specific mention to Regional Management Committee (RMC) and how they
comprise of people elected to represent the interests of marae in the Maniapoto area.
7. Hauaauru ki Uta RMC is a collective of seven marae within the Waitomo District Council (WDC)
area, consisting of Marokopa, Pohatuiri, Tokikapu, Kaputuhi, Te Kauae, Te Korapa Tuu and Rereaamanu
with a representative that sits on the Maniapoto Maaori Trust Board, our local mandated iwi authority.
8. Hauaauru ki Uta Regional Management Committee fully supports the submissions against the
rezoning of residential neighbourhoods (Zones) five and nine by whaanau members who are land
owners (Mana whenua) or residence in neighbourhood block five and nine.
9. Although this is not within the Hauaauru ki Uta Regional Management Committee regional area of
interest and is in the Te Nehenehenui Regional Management Committee regional area, Hauaauru ki Uta
Regional Management Committee have submitted on the request of our whaanau members who are
land owners (Mana whenua) and residence who are affiliated with our marae named above within our
Hauaauru ki Uta Regional Management Committee regional area of interest.
10. Hauaauru ki Uta Regional Management Committee (RMC) supports the following statements
stated in the submission form. (Please note, added comments are in brackets from the original
statements)
a) Lack of history included for whaanau (who are land owners - Mana whenua) of Zone five and Zone
nine.
b) No consultation with Landowners of Zone five and nine e.g. Ootorohanga District Council did not
approach them or ask (whaanau members who are land owners - Mana whenua or residence) for their
input until the plan had already been drafted.
c) Zone nine being industrial makes absolutely no logical sense and there does not appear to be any
plan for how it can be feasible.
d) There is no detail or consideration for how the town could or should be protected from further
flooding, another significant flood is predicted to happen within the next 36 years and it has been
modelled that the stop banks will not be sufficient. The entire OTCP is aspirational and focussed on
development of the town/district in the next 30 years yet there is no focus on protecting the town from
flooding.
11. Hauaauru ki Uta Regional Management Committee also supports the following statements –
The Methodology
It is concerning that the affected whaanau of Neighbourhood five and nine were not considered to be
“stakeholders” and were not included in the early consultation.
Who’s involved?
In the diagram listed on page 12, the (Nehenehenui Regional Management Committee) NRMC are listed
as “Key Stakeholders”, (should state “Project Partners”) the Ootorohanga Community are listed as
“Stakeholders”. Land owners and whaanau of Neighbourhoods five and nine are not listed, As
“indigenous communities” and “Treaty Partners” they should have been included at the level of “Project
Partners”.
4
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Management Committee) NRMC live within Zone five or nine. Lack of history included for whaanau
(who are land owners - Mana whenua) of Zone five and Zone nine. They therefore are in no position to
speak for the whaanau that do.
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12. Hauaauru ki Uta Regional Management Committee do not wish to be heard with regards to this
submission, however a representative from our Committee may be present at the hearing in support of
those whaanau members that have submitted against. Please refer to the contact details above.
Naaku iti nei – Ronald Takerei – Secretary for the Hauaauru ki Uta Regional Management Committee.

Why would you prioritise these actions?
N/A

Are there any actions or projects that are missing? If so, what is/are they?
N/A

Are there any actions or projects that shouldn't be included that are on the list in the ŌTCP? If
so, what is/are they and why?
N/A

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
Refer to Submission

Any other comments?
Refer to Submission

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

No

Ronald Takerei

All submissions (including your name, address and contact details) are provided to Council
officers and elected members for the purpose of analysing feedback. Your personal information
will also be used for the administration of the engagement and decision-making process.
Submissions (with individuals names only) will be available online. If requested, submitter details
may be released under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987. If there
are good reasons why your details and/or submission should be kept confidential please contact
our Group Manager Strategy and Community on 07 873 4000 or through info@otodc.govt.nz
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Key points for submission form
1. Do you want to speak to the Council in support of your submission?
YES
2. Are you a resident of Ōtorohanga?
YES. Māori interpretation is tūrangawaewae. “Domicile, standing, place where one
has the right to stand – place where one has rights of residence and belonging
through kinship and whakapapa”
3. Do you support the Ōtorohanga Development Strategy? If yes, what do you
like about it and why? If not, what don’t you like about it and why?
• What do you like about it?
- Purpose
At its heart, the ŌTCP is about tāngata (people) so that Ōtorohanga
supports the wellbeing of existing and future residents” “The ŌTCP will
identify, consider, evaluate and reconcile ideas, issues and
opportunities, and present those as coherent, integrated plan of action
that will reflect community and stakeholder aspirations1.
It is important that this remains at the forefront of every step the ŌDC
takes moving forward.
– Development and improvement of town centre.
- “Opportunities” identified on page 43 of the ŌTCP eg Nature first,
Develop an ecological network for Ōtorohanga, Weave Nature through
town, Access and connection to valued water bodies, Celebrate
Ōtorohanga’s forgotten natural history
- Restoration of water ways
- Focus on connection to the Waipā river
- Planting of tree’s and green spaces/reserves
• What don’t you like about it and why?
- Location of Zone/Neighbourhoods 9 and 5 as “industrial”
The ŌTCP aims to achieve the following objectives:
Environmental health – air quality, clean fresh water, habitat for wildlife,
uncontaminated land, control of pollution2.
The objectives do not align with the proposal of industrialising
Neighbourhood’s 5 & 9.
Social wellbeing – Support and enable healthy, safe and connected
individuals, families, whānau, hapū, iwi and a range of communities
and ensure they are able to set sustainable goals and achieve them
through education, health care, strong community networks,

1

Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan – Draft for Consultation. Revision C July 2022 page 17

2

Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan – Draft for Consultation. Revision C July 2022 page 9
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inclusiveness, pride of place, financial and personal security, equity of
opportunity, rights and freedoms3.
Proposing to industrialise Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 works against this
objective. It would disconnect individuals, families, whānau, hapu and
iwi from their whenua. There is no “pride of place” for whānau who
have factories and/or industrial areas on their back doorstep.
I am a resident in neighbourhood 9 and this block is out
Turangawaewae - our place to stand -from the, present and the future.
We are the kaitiaki of this when passed to us by our tupuna . It is not
for any one else to plan what to do with land they don't own or connect
to. To even think this with a “concept”is insulting and tramples on our
hinengaro and wairua. There haas been enough of this in the past and
has left many whanau with out a Turangawaewae- so no more - not
one more inch.
-

Poor placement of Zone 9 as industrial area on flood plains and
flood risk areas
Sustainable and resilient land-use – Develop a sustainable approach to
land use change providing for resilient land-use and infrastructure
integration so that land-use activities, infrastructure, and community
support are brought together at the right time, in the right sequence4. It
is difficult to comprehend how an area of land that is located on the
floodplains, borders on the Waipa River and has significant areas of
wetlands can be identified as an area for “sustainable and resilient
land-use” and be deemed suitable for industrialisation.
There is no information in the ŌTCP that discusses “infrastructure
integration” in Neighbourhood 9.
The map on page 44 summarises the biophysical constraints and
opportunities of the Ōtorohanga ward. Zone 9 is in an area deemed to
be “Less suitable for development”. Right next to the Waipa River, on a
“1:10 year flood plain” and “Wetland”.
Alignment with National Policy Framework – Ensure for development in
Ōtorohanga is consistent with the ‘National Policy framework’, with
particular regard to:
•
Resilient 3 waters infrastructure
•
Avoiding inappropriate land-use and development on highly
productive land
•
Protecting and enhancing the natural environment – freshwater,
biodiversity, and air quality5.
Developing a flood prone area into an industrial area is innapropriate
land use and does not align with objectives. It is in stark contrast to the

3

Ibid page 9

4

Ibid page 9

5

Ibid page 9
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objective “Protecting and enhancing the natural environment –
freshwater, biodiversity, and air quality”. The Waipā River is already
suffering from the effects of unmitigated runoff from roads and
industrial areas6. There would be a significant increased risk of run off
into the Waipā River and damage to the wetlands that exist in that
area. This is not protecting and enhancing freshwater or biodiversity.
The ŌDC has provided no information as to how this should be or
would be mitigated.
-

Land Ownership
Mana whenua owned land accounts for 21% of the overall area. Mana
whenua have ownership of highly developable land. Significant
economic growth can be unlocked within these landholdings with the
right investment and partnerships7”
“Higly Developable land” – This is ŌDC’s determination of the land.
This is not as the land is viewed through a Te Ao Māori lens. Whānau
of Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 do not view their land as “highly
developable”. We view the whenua as our home, one of the only
places left on the face of the earth that we connect to. It is not land that
is to be developed. We are the whenua and the whenua is us.
“Significant economic growth” – ŌDC does not expand on who the
economic growth relates to. In our view, the economic growth would
come to those who industrialise the whenua, not the whānau who
intend to protect it is as it is.
ŌDC has provided no information as to how it intends to proceed if
faced with objection to rezoning.

-

6

Ibid page 42

7

Ibid page 91

8

Ibid page 95

Commercial Land use
Neighbourhood 5
There are 41 individual parcels totalling 10.7ha of high quality industrial
land. This neighbourhood already has existing industry, which includes
agricultural supplies, milking systems, automotive dealerships and
recycling centres. This neighbourhood is ripe for further development
and will benefit from knowledge and job agglomeration economies as
more industry moves into the area. A coordinated approach to plan for
the development of this neighbourhood, in a sensitive and integrated
manner with Neighbourhood 6 and its higher amenity residential
environments8.
Through the eyes of the Māori landowners of this neighbourhood, we
do not agree that it is “ripe for further development and job
agglomeration economies as more industry moves into the area”. The
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whenua that is Māori land will remain Māori land and will not be
industrialised.
Neighbourhood 9
Overall, 17 sites were identified in this neighbourhood as being highly
suitable for take-up of development and subdivision, the largest being
over 122,000m2 in size.
The total size of high quality score parcels is 43 hectares. This
neighbourhood allows for Ōtorohanga to grow commercially without
constraint, as there is sufficient land to cover Ōtorohanga business and
industrial development. As more industry move into the area, we would
also expect a number of amenities to follow suit, primarily food and
beverage businesses who will need to be accommodated with smaller
plot sizes. Given the size and complexity of this neighbourhood, a more
detailed structure planning exercise would help coordinate the roll out
of development with overall better outcomes; noting in particular that
site constraints such as access along a state highway, and flood prone
land and run-off risks affecting the Waipā River need to be addressed
through development and activities9.
ŌDC should address the site constraints such as the state highway,
flood prone land and run-off risks affecting the Waipā River before
proposals are made to make the land industrial.

9

-

The Methodology
The ŌTCP project methodology consists of five phases over a 32 week
period. The project follows a landscape planning and community
focused approach involving a comprehensive engagement process
with the Ōtorohanga community and stakeholders, in conjunction with
Council, the Ōtorohanga community Board and in partnership with
Mana Whenua10. It is concerning that the affected whānau of
Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 were not considered to be “stakeholders” and
were not included in the early consultations.

-

Who’s involved
Engagement strategy utilised the International Association for Public
Participation spectrum of engagement to structure engagement with
public sector, private sector and civil society including indigenous
communities as project and treaty partners11
In the diagram listed on page 12, the NRMC are listed as “Project
Partners”. Ngāti Maniapoto Trust Board are listed as “Key
Stakeholders”. The Ōtorohanga Community are listed as
“Stakeholders”. Land owners and whānau of Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 are

Ibid page 95

10

Ibid page 11

11

Ibid page 12
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not listed. As “indigenous communities” and “Treaty partners” they
should have been included at the level of “Project Partners”.
-

Cultural Foundations
Work with Ōtorohanga’s Mana Whenua Nehenehenui to promote and
embrace the shared beliefs, values, customs, visual and performing
arts, ceremonies and heritage that make up and enrich our
communities, promote diversity and inclusivity, and revitalise our
heritage through mātauranga Māori and tikanga – traditions12.
The ŌDC has assumed that the NRMC can speak to the shared
beliefs. Not one member of the NRMC live within Zone 5 or 9. They
therefore are in no position to speak for the whānau that do.

-

History inaccurately recorded and/or acknowledged
Ōtorohanga past and present. “Fertile Waipā river – which were often
described as lush, plentiful gardens laden with fruit trees – Ōtorohanga
has a deep history13.”
“Throughout its history, Ōtorohanga has remebered the sacrifices and
losses made by its people during major events such as the land wars,
the battle of Huipūtea, the world wars, and the devastating flood of
195814”
It is disagreed that Ōtorohanga has remembered the sacrifices and
losses made by its people specifically in respect of the whānau of
Neighbourhood 5 & 9. The “devastating” flood of 1958 led to
unimaginable sacrifices and losses of whenua. This has led to
generational trauma and alienation from whenua.
Some stories wait and they reveal themselves when the time is right.
The ŌTCP process has opened up korero which have waited for a long
time, so now is an optimum moment for the township to explore who it
is. By taking time to understand where Ōtorohanga has come from,
and why it is the way it is, the ŌTCP seeks to identify opportunities to
build on these histories, and to inform the future in a way that is
meaningful, authentic, and true to its spirit”15.
As whānau of Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 we disagree that the ŌTCP has
“opened up korero which have waited a long time”. The ŌDC is yet to
“take the time to understand here Ōtorohanga has come from”. The
true history of how the stop banks were created and how the land to do
so was acquired has not been made known or acknowledged. ŌDC
has not sought out that history from the very few remaining survivors of
that era nor have they taken steps to make right the wrongdoings of the

12

Ibid page 9
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past. ŌDC now seeks to rezone what remains of that whenua and
further alienate whānau, disrespect whānau and disregard the painful
history that lays with that whenua. This, in our view, is blatantly
disrespectful and does not align with the objectives of the ŌTCP.
-

Te Aranga Design Principles16
We do not agree that the ŌTCP has provided sufficient information as
to how the Te Aranga Design Principles align with the decision and/or
proposal for Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 to be zoned “industrial”,
Neighbourhoods that are significantly made up of Māori owned land or
land owned by Māori . In our view, the decision/proposal to zone
Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 as “industrial” goes against the Core Māori
Values and Te Aranga Māori Design values and principles set out on
pages 26 of the ŌTCP.
Rāngatiratanga - Self Determination Kaitiakitanga- Guardianship
Manaakitanga - Hospitality Wairuatanga - Spirituality Kōtahitanga Unity Whānaungatanga - Kinship Mātauranga - Māori World View
Mana Rāngatiratanga -The status of iwi and hapū as Mana Whenua is
recognised and respected and appropriately addressed in the design
environment.
Attributes:
• Provides a platform for working relationships where Mana Whenua
values, world views, tikanga, cultural narratives and visual identity can
be appropriately expressed in the design environment.
• High-quality treaty based relationships are fundamental to the
application of the other Te Aranga principles.
Whakapapa - Māori names, Tūpuna, narratives and customary
practices are celebrated and honoured to enhance the sense of place
connections.
Attributes:
• Recognises and celebrates the significance of Mana Whenua
ancestral names.
• Recognises ancestral names as entry points for exploring and
honouring tūpuna, historical narratives and customary practices
associated with development sites and their ability to enhance sense of
place connections.
Tohu - Mana Whenua sites and cultural landmarks are acknowledged,
managed, protected and enhanced, where appropriate, to reinforce a
sense of place and identity.
Attributes:
• Supports a process whereby significant sites can be identified,
managed, protected and enhanced.
• Celebrates local and wider unique cultural heritage and community
characteristics that reinforce a sense of place and identity.

16
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Taiao -The natural environment is protected, revitalised and/or
enhanced to levels where Mana Whenua harvesting is possible and
native ecosystems restored to clean and acceptable levels.
Attributes:
• Sustains and enhances the natural environment.
• Local flora and fauna which are familiar and significant to Mana
Whenua are key natural landscape elements within urban and/or
modified areas.
• Natural environments are protected, restored or enhanced to levels
where sustainable Mana Whenua harvesting is possible.
Mauri Tū - Ecology, water and soils are recognised and protected. The
quality of wai, whenua, ngahere and hau takiwā are actively monitored,
and community wellbeing is enhanced.
Attributes:
• The wider development area and all elements and developments
within the site are considered on the basis of protecting, maintaining or
enhancing mauri.
• The quality of wai, whenua, ngahere and hau takiwā are actively
monitored.
• Community well-being is enhanced.
Mahi Toi - Iwi/ hapū narratives are captured and expressed creatively
and appropriately into the design by iwi mandated design / art
professionals.
Attributes:
• Ancestral names, local tohu and iwi narratives are creatively
reinscribed into the design environment including landscape;
architecture; interior design and public art.
• Iwi / hapū mandated design professionals and artists are
appropriately engaged in such processes.
Ahi Kā - Iwi / hapū have a living and enduring presence that is secure
and valued within their rohe - this can be through customary, cultural
and commercial dimensions which are delivered through kaitiaki roles.
Attributes:
• Mana Whenua live, work and play within their own rohe.
• Acknowledges the post Treaty of Waitangi settlement environment
where iwi living presence can include customary, cultural and
commercial dimensions.
• Living iwi / hapū presence and associated kaitiaki roles are resumed
within urban areas
Acknowledges a Māori world view of the wider significance of tohu /
landmarks and their ability to inform the design of specific development
sites.
-

Extensive flooding
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The flooding of Waipā, Mangapu and Mangawhero rivers significantly
limit the long term potential footprint of the Ōtorohanga urban area. In
addition, flood models developed by Waikato Regional Council suggest
that the existing stop banks will not be enough to protect the town from
a 1 in 100 year flood event, meaning that Ōtorohanga should expect a
flood similar to the 1958 flood at some point during this century. While it
is too early to determine, changes in weather patterns may exacerbate
this issue17
If the WRC modelling is correct, Ōtorohanga can expect the next major
flood to occur within the next 36 years. The ŌDC has not provided any
information as to how it intends to mitigate this risk and reinforce the
stopbanks.
Further, it is nonsensical to propose that Neighbourhood 9 be zoned as
“industrial” when it is in such a high risk area for flooding.
-

Zone 6 has not been considered for “industrial”. Zone 6 has private
investment in the millions of dollars. It seems as though this land has
been ear marked for residential development with no consideration of
industrial development. Oxidation ponds are already in Zone 6. Raised
above the flood plains and safe from flooding, close to the railway and
state highway, ideal for multi use including industrial.

4. Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan – Do you support it? If yes, what do you like
about it and why? If not, what don’t you like about it and why?
• In theory yes. However, there are concerns as to how it will be funded.
ŌDC has not provided sufficient information regarding funding.
• Priority should be given to improving the natural environment, the water
quality and the existing Infrastructure.
• Priority should be given to restoring and truly appreciating the multitude of
heritage buildings.
• Ōtorohanga Town Hall as set out on page 65
• Ōtorohanga Sports and Recreation hub
• Mulitipurpose Community Facility
• Ōtorohanga Community Hub
• Supportive of “Rebrand of Ōtorohanga” as set out on page 55 & 75 Develop a new brand for Ōtorohanga that draws inspiration from its rich
heritage and its surrounding natural environment. Focus on identifying and
platforming stories that are unique and authentic to the area. Promote
these stories through creative signs, gateways, wayfinding, sculptural
installations, murals, annual events, and promotional advertising.
5. ŌTCP actions – of the actions outlined, what three actions would you
prioritise?
• Notes and suggestions for people to choose their own:
- Our narrative needs to be firm on restoration of waterways, history,
places of cultural and historical significance, self-determination as
Māori. This will work to protect Zone 5 and Zone 9 from
17
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industrialisation. Go through the list and pick 4, make sure they align
with “Landowner” and “Māori landowner” being involved in the actions.
That way we keep our voice. Also, try to keep variety in the selections
so Council feel like we are supporting a little bit of everything EG
Upgrade Maniapoto Street, Develop a Sports and recreation hub,
Develop a multipurpose Culture, Community and Arts Facility, Develop
a naming protocol for Ōtorohanga that recognises the significance of
historic names (people and places) – that way we get to push our
history and make it known, further protecting it.
6. Why would you prioritise these actions?
Keep this explanation around the core Māori values explained on page 26 of
main document. Improvement of the twon for the town. For the existing
residents, for our tupuna and for future generations. The priority should not be
to grow the industrial areas or attract new people into the town, it should be to
respect the ones who are there and who built it. It should be to keep the
people there, to prevent families and young people from moving away or out
of town. It should be to make people want to go home. The plan says on page
50 “the people of a town add to the life-force of a place – feeding off the mauri
of a place as well as adding to the mauri which will remain in this space for
future generations. The energy, feelings, experiences, and the way people live
in a place transcends through generations”.
7. Are there any actions or projects that are missing? If so, what is/are they?
Have a look through the actions on pages 171-188 of main document. Have a
think if anything is missing eg recoognition of history that has been buried,
ignored or forgotten etc, recognition of significant places of history. I strongly
believe the land taken for the stop banks needs to be publicly recognised, the
story told and those wrongs be made right (although that could be a kaupapa
separate to this one) but food for thought and may be worth mentioning to
bring it to light in an effort to protect Zone 5 & 9 from industrialisation.

8. Are there any actions or projects that shouldn’t be included that are on the list
in the ŌTCP? If so, what is/are they and why?
- CCTV Camera network. Otorohanga as of 2018 had a population made
up of 30% Māori. There are issues of indigenous data sovereignty
when filming/monitoring Māori and indigenous people. This would
require consultation and consent from every single Māori person that
would be in the CCTV camera network.
Have a read through the actions and projects and see if there is anything else you
are opposed to.
9. Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a
whole that you particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
- This does not have to be answered as could get repetitive.
a) Lack of history included for whanau of Zone 5 and Zone 9
b) No consultation with Landowners of Zone 5 & 9 eg Council did not
approach them or ask for their input until the plan had already been
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c)
d)

e)

f)
g)

drafted, they are whanau who have been deeply traumatised by
events and actions of Council and govt and this history has not
been acknowledged or considered
Zone 9 being industrial makes absolutely no logical sense and there
does not appear to be any plan for how it can be feasible
There is no detail or consideration for how the town could or should
be protected from further flooding, another significant flood is
predicted to happen within the next 36 years and it has been
modeled that the stop banks will not be sufficient. The entire OTCP
is aspirational and focussed on development of the town/district in
the next 30 years yet there is no focus on protecting the town from
flooding.
No explanation of why Zone 6 has not been considered for
industrial. Appears to be set aside for residential development and
has already got significant private investment in the millions.
Talks about industrial area development, will these be foreign
owned factories and companies like the Happy Valley Dairy factory?
Zone 9 is not industrial yet development of the Happy Valley Dairy
factory has commenced, the OTCP talks about lack of infrastructure
and risk of flooding in that area, risk of run off and contamination of
the Waipā river, what safe guards are in place to protect the Waipā
from that damage already?

(Again, these are all points that I will expand on in our main submission
that will be filed by 25th August but I have included them here as food
for thought and for us to consider ALL angles of this)
10.Any other comments?
- The ŌTCP sets out definitions for land use Zones on pages 154 - 164
Industrial Zone
The industrial zone provides either heavy or light industrial activity, with
an anticipated level of amenity lower than the centre zones. Light
industry activities, include production, manufacturing, logistics, storage,
transport and distribution activities, whereas heavy industry activities
primary attributes of a heavy
industrial zone is that it contains sites large enough to accommodate
large-scale industrial activites. The zone is typically located within
proximity of key transport routes - in particular suitable for freight.18
This is the use that the Council is proposing for Zone 5 and 9. It is
disrespectful and degrading considering the amount of Māori owned
land in those zones and given the intergenerational trauma the affected
Whānau have already experienced through loss of whenua.
Neighbourhood 5
Given how much of this neighbourhood is Māori owned and occupied
land, and the whānau/land owners opposition to the proposed rezone
to Industrial, ŌDC needs to consider more appropriate zoning such as:
18
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The zone enables residential intensification within existing residential
zones which have been identified as adequate to accommodate higher
densitiy development. Fundamentally, the zone provides for suburban
built character and encourages site redevelopment, primarily for single
family houses and duplex housing. These are expected to be on larger
sites to allow sufficent room for good urban design outcomes and high
amenity on site19.
I am a land owner in zone 5 also - yeas there is industries in both these
neighbourhoods - again in the past with no consultation with the then
land owners. We have a piece a lad referred to as the triangle - how
does this piece of land become an isolated piece of land in amongst
other lands which were obviously part of our bigger block. This triangle
is noew fence off - no consultation - we cant eve get to it . How does
this happen one has to ask ???? We had opposed selling it so they
build around it ???
Neighbourhood 9
Given how much of this neighbourhood is Māori owned land, the
significant historical significance to Ōtorohanga, the close proximity to
urupa of whānau who sacrificed/lost their whenua to enable the
construction of the stopbanks, the close proximity to the Waipā River,
location on floodplains and within wetlands, and the whānau/
landowners opposition to the proposed rezone to Industrial, ŌDC
needs to consider more appropriate zoning such as:
Conservation Zone
Conservation zone applies to open spaces with natural, ecological,
landscape and cultural and historic heritage values...wetlands..20.

19
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Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan - Do you support the Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan? If yes, what
do you like about it and why? If not, what don’t you like about it and why not? (See page 14 of
the ŌTCP for overview and pages 139 - 150 for details)
I feel a practical approach is important, with our environmental values at the forefront. Learn from
other councils and how they have prioritised what is important (or not). The great thing about
Otorohanga is the sense of community (which is changing as time goes by and new people come in)
However, keep our community and taiao at the heart of decision making and use this as a guide to do
what is best for our future generations.

ŌTCP - Actions - Of the actions
outlined, what three actions would you
prioritise? (See page 14 of the ŌTCP
for overview and pages 171 - 188 for
details)

Develop, maintain and protect an ecological network
and green belt for Ōtorohanga.
Develop a Zero Waste strategy including Feasibility
study for a Resource Recovery Centre.
Develop a Multipurpose Culture, Community and Arts
Facility.

Why would you prioritise these actions?
1.) To put nature first
2.) Be kind to our taiao by educating people to reduce consumption, waste and encourage refuse, reuse, recycle (as is practiced by the community in the Raglan)
3.) A facility to have a place for rangatahi to gather and celebrate the talents of our local and visiting
artists, cultural interests and community projects.

Are there any actions or projects that are missing? If so, what is/are they?
QUALITY DRINKING WATER: Access to quality drinking water should be available to all households in
the town. Currently, the quality varies depending on the location of your home. Despite the water
treatment plant being fully compliant with the drinking water standards NZ 2005, our water continues to
be undrinkable (tested at private laboratories over the past 2 years).
FROM THE PLAN: Poor water quality
The Waipā River headwaters are clear and stained from natural tea coloured
tannic acid from bush and wetlands1
. Water quality in the Waipā River has
significantly improved since the 1950s after improvements in wastewater
treatment. However sampling of five sites between 1993 and 2012 showed
a significant increase in total nitrogen with poor water clarity and high
levels of E. coli and phosphorus2
. This water quality continues to be under
threat from adjacent and upstream land uses. These threats include but are
not limited to excessive nutrient loading from existing farming practices,
2
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unmitigated runoff from roads and industrial areas.
I understand that the Three Waters will have an impact on the infrastructure and management of our
water but what is being done to address the poor water quality in the area and what recommendations
are you making to the new entity (if this is the pathway we end up going)
RANGATAHI SPACES: there is a lack of activities specifically available for our rangatahi. The pools in
the summer seems to be a popular place (but the indoor pool and facilities need to be upgraded) Thrive
offer rock climbing but there is little else for them to do or places available for them to meet up and
connect. In this time and place, we should be encouraging our rangatahi to meet together to establish
and grow healthy relationships outside of school and technology and get them involved in community
projects or hobbies.
FROM THE PLAN: Lack of social spaces for youth
There are minimal attractive spaces and events in Ōtorohanga which
consistently create a vibrant energy that can both attract, and retain, the
focus of teenagers and young people, to either stay, or to be swayed to
return from living elsewhere.
SUSTAINABILITY:
There needs to be more education around zero waste and how precious our resources are. An
environment sustainability plan would help:
to identify the ecosystems that require protection
how we plan to prioritise and protect them.
to educate people and businesses in how to avoid excess pollution.
focus on the welfare of our whenua, our wai and our town over the GDP that is created.
to incorporate renewable energy sources in our areas of growth and development. to make
intergenerational decisions, the decisions we make now will affect our children and their children.
There doesn't appear to be any specific reference to our Maniapoto (iwi) Environmental Plan. I could
have missed this or it could perhaps be in the finer details of the District Plan.

Are there any actions or projects that shouldn't be included that are on the list in the ŌTCP? If
so, what is/are they and why?
We definately do not need a sports and recreation hub for a small town that already has 4 gyms. An
upgrade of the existing pool facilities would be beneficial. This does not need to be a complete
overhaul as they have done in Te Awamutu and Cambridge but there is definate need for an upgrade.
We don't feel we need to develop a district wide cycling trail, we would need to focus on the immediate
concerns of our community before taking on a project of this scale. Further education around walking
and cycling needs to take place to support this type of infrastructure.
I don't feel that the development of a parking strategy or CCTV is necessary.

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
I can see that a lot of time and expertise has been put into creating the Town Concept and has given us
lots of food for thought about growth, facilities, branding and infrastructure moving forward. However I
have focussed our korero on what is important to us (Water, Taiao, Rangatahi spaces) Even though it
is an important discussion, I have not given it my full attention and I'm not sure how many will engage
in this process and give feedback.
W very much like the theory of Te Aranga Design Principles and it would be heartwarming to see this
fully in practice.
3
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As mentioned throughout this submission, we are concerned for our whanau who are having their
whenua conceptually zoned to Industrial. I understand that the industrial areas need to be developed,
but I also firmly stand strong with them on their reasons for wanting to oppose this change.
I feel a general tidy up of the town is a good start. Further consultation with community groups about
our identity/branding would be beneficial. We don't need to be in any hurry to spend a lot of money on
projects that don't fit with our community. I give the example of the new toilets in Tokoroa that
architecturally look appealing, but don't really represent the community.

Any other comments?
We love living here, our children love living here and we see ourselves living here for generations to
come. This process has made me realise how proactive I need to be in our community and contribute
positively to our town. Thanks for the opportunity to express our thoughts.

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

No

Te Whānau Harmon

All submissions (including your name, address and contact details) are provided to Council
officers and elected members for the purpose of analysing feedback. Your personal information
will also be used for the administration of the engagement and decision-making process.
Submissions (with individuals names only) will be available online. If requested, submitter details
may be released under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987. If there
are good reasons why your details and/or submission should be kept confidential please contact
our Group Manager Strategy and Community on 07 873 4000 or through info@otodc.govt.nz

4
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Retaining our cultural heritage:
1. We do not support the proposed Draft Ōtōrohanga Town Concept Plan. In particular,
we oppose the rezoning of Neighbourhood 5 and 9 to Industrial.
2. We are both residents and Māori landowners located within both Neighbourhood 5
and 9. The proposed Industrial rezoning poses significant adverse effects on our way
of life and our cultural connection to our whenua.
3. Kowhiroa in Neighbourhood 5 is more than a 'block of land'. This whenua is part of
our whānau history which we can trace back to 1864 and the battle of Orakau. At a
time when Māori were being stripped of their lands by unscrupulous surveyors and
others, our tūpuna Rauangi partitioned out this block with a view to safeguarding it
from further alienation. She hoped it would enhance the future of her uri/descendants.
4. Kowhiroa holds spiritual and historical significance. It also holds emotional and
family significance. It holds the memories of our whānau. It is a reminder of the
struggles our tūpuna endured in trying to hold onto their lands.
5. Our home at Kowhiroa has withstood at least two major floods. There was a time
when Kowhiroa had the Waipa River meandering through it and as such, the history
of our whānau and extended whānau is inextricably intertwined with rich stories that
our Ōtorohanga whānau associated with the river.
6. The house that stands on our whenua was built in 1890. It carries stories and history
that reflects our kaitiakitanga.
7. Our whenua was handed down to us through the generations and we are tasked with
the role of kaitiaki. It is our role to ensure that it remains in the whānau to nurture the
next generations.
8. Our kainga at Kowhiroa is one of the last remaining lands of our family. It was gifted
to us by our ancestors and is not a commodity. We would not want to risk having it
sold off.
9. In Neighbourhood 9 our whaanau have homes in the vicinity of what was referred to
in our lifetimes as Orahiri. Nearby the Waitomo Stream where our tuupuna
Rangituatahi lived with her husband and whānau before the railway came to
Ootorohanga. Taonui I was Rangituatahi’s father. This area was one of Taonui’s
principal homes. Te Kaunihera was behind where the urupa is located. We are
descendants of Rangituatahi and her daughter Mere Te Wai, and her daughter Ani.
We have been kaitiaki of this whenua for generations.
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10. Ani’s daughter lived most of her lifetime in Neighbourhood 5 with her husband and
children at River Road aka Phillips Avenue. Her husband’s mother Ngapawa Ngaamo
ensured that her children, grandchildren and great grandchildren were given the
opportunity to continue a legacy of kaitiakitanga and entrepreneurship. Our whanau
have been in this area since before the railway came to Ootorohanga. We still live on
this whenua.
11. A short distance down the Waipaa River from Neighbourhood 9 our whaanau have
resided at Kahotea since the 1864 slaughter of our children and elderly at
Rangiaowhia. Before this because of our whakapapa. The Kīngitanga is woven into
the fabric of our lives. We are hau kainga.
12. We oppose industrialisation of our tribal lands (neighbourhoods 5 and 9) based on
Rangatiratanga, Mana Rangatiratanga, Whakapapa, Tohu, Taiao, Mauri Tuu, Mauri
Toi, Ahi Kaa
13. We oppose the industrialisation of neighbourhoods 5 and 9 in the Ootorohanga Draft
Town Concept Plan as outlined in the following submission.
Naa Missy Barrett-Ohia (1-8) raua ko Candida Hamana (9-13)
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and provide for an increase in such operation, the area requires rezoning.
proposed that this will bring economic benefits to Ōtorohanga.

It is

6.

However, industrial zoning of Māori Land and residential homes (some of which are
owned by whānau) is inconsistent with tikanga Māori and with the ethic of kaitiakitanga
over and for the benefit of the environment.

7.

As required by the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA), our relationship as Māori,
to the whenua must be recognised and provided for as a matter of national importance.1
This is a strong directive for Council to weigh against other section 6 RMA matters, and
which we consider has greater force and is determinative over the proposal to rezone
to industrial.

8.

The effects of industrial zoning negates the way we as Māori view the whenua.
Whenua has intrinsic elements that are both physical and spiritual, and it is through
whakapapa that we have maintained our ancient connection. In this way, as through
longstanding presence, our ahi kā still burns strong.

9.

Any zoning of our whenua must recognise this and must aim to protect and enhances
these values. Industrial zoning invites activities that increase pollution, noise, air
contamination and interrupt our quality of life.

10.

We are concerned that the mauri of our whenua will be degraded should industrial
operations begin to occur within zones 5 and 9, and struggle to understand the rational
for increasing such operations and activities in a highly sensitive cultural area.

Industrial zoning has social issues
11.

The rezoning of zone 5 and 9 poses a threat to our social health and well-being. An
increase in transport, noise, pollution and an increase or likely occurrence of
environmentally destructive activities will have significant impacts on our day to day
living.

12.

The purpose of the proposed draft development strategy looks to provide benefits for
the community of Otorohanga and the district at large. That purpose will not be
achieved when the proposal to zone our whenua as industrial will adversely affect us,
and our social well-being will be disturbed.

Industrial Zoning not a robust solution for Ōtōrohanga
13.

Any decision to rezone zone 5 and 9 will not be a robust solution to create benefits for
Ōtōrohanga. The proposed draft development strategy should be aimed at providing
for the community’s best interests in a way that ensures an enduring solution to town
and community growth.

14.

However, if zones 5 and 9 are zoned industrial, we will continue to oppose any
industrial operations that would adversely affect our relationship to the whenua and our
way of life. Advocating for this, is our priority and we will continue to do so at every
step of this and any future process.

1

Resource Management Act 1991, s6(e).
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15.

From our perspective, industrial operators who look to undertake work under any new
zoning, should be put of notice of the issues and concerns raised by this submission.

Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan - Do you support the Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan? If
yes, what do you like about it and why? If not, what don’t you like about it and why not?
(See page 14 of the ŌTCP for overview and pages 139 - 150 for details)
16.
We love the idea of the Town Centre Plan. We want to engage and be collaborative. We love
our town and our community.
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ŌTCP - Actions - Of the actions outlined, what three actions would you prioritise? (See
page 14 of the ŌTCP for overview and pages 171 - 188 for details)
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PETITION GOAL:
To stop rezoning of residential Neighbourhoods 5 and 9
WHY:
Because Industrial zoning will exclude residential living/housing and invite activities that
increase pollution, noise, air contamination and interrupt our quality of life
PURPOSE OF PETITION
1. To voice our opposition to heavy and light Industrial zones so close to the township
2. To stop the rezoning of Neighbourhoods 5 and 9 from current zoning to heavy and
light Industrial BECAUSE it will exclude residential living/housing
3. To lobby Ōtorohanga District Council to listen to the concerns of the residents of
Neighbourhoods 5 and 9
BACKGROUND
The Ōtorohanga District Council’s Draft Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan (DŌTCP) identifies where and how the town
will grow in the coming years. The concept plan submissions close on 16 September 2022 at 5pm. The current plan is
to zone neighbourhood blocks 5 and 9 to a mixture of heavy and light industrial zones. This decision has occurred
without adequately consulting all landowners local to the area.

Neighbourhood’s 5 and 9 in purple will become heavy and light industry if the plan goes through (from DŌTCP 2022, pg 127).
Zoning:
•
•
•

Is law that determines how land is used and what is allowed to be built on that property.
Is your local Council’s way of protecting residential and commercial from factories and their types of pollution.
Should be your Council’s attempt to balance the need for Industrial so that it does not wreak havoc on
residential neighbourhoods.

Heavy industrial zones: (refer DŌTCP Industrial Pages 127 to 131)
•
•
•

For manufacture and fabrication that use capital and energy intensive machinery to produce large and
complex products.
Examples of heavy industry include large scale chemical plants, power and energy plants, mining facilities,
paper refinery, airports, land ports etc.
Excludes any residential living within that zone.
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Light industrial zones:
•
•
•

Is for manufacturing practices of products that are consumer-focused with less capital-intensive machinery.
Examples include small scale construction, food manufacturing, solar energy facilities, clothing/shoe factories,
etc.
Excludes any residential living in that zone.

WHAT’S BAD ABOUT ŌTOROHANGA RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBOURHOODS 5 AND 9 BEING REZONED HEAVY AND LIGHT
INDUSTRIAL?
•
•
•
•

The Council has not been upfront about the type of activities heavy and light Industrial will bring into the
town.
Long standing families and newer residents living in these zones have not been consulted with at all! about
the Council’s plan to rezone their neighbourhood.
This means that these neighbourhoods will undergo transformation from quiet whānau, family residences
and lifestyle blocks to businesses that will exclude residential living.
Industrial zoning can invite activities that increase pollution, noise, air contamination and interrupt our
quality of life.

Huntly Power Station - above

GOOGLE IMAGES

Auckland – above / below

Thank you! This petition will be taken to the Ōtorohanga District Council in support of whānau submissions to protect
these residential neighbourhoods from heavy and light industrial zone developments.
References: Draft Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan 2022; Ōtorohanga District Plan 2014; Waikato District Plan 2020;
What is Industrial Zoning? Light vs Heavy Industrial Zones By Ilana Novick, Published On: November 10, 2021 https://leverage.com/financing/industrial-zonin
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Māori LANDOWNERS and the tangata whenua of Ōtorohanga, neither at the beginning nor at any time
throughout this process AND still you haven't reached out to speak to us. FYI the Māori of Ōtorohanga
fall outside TRMC mandate. To lump us all as one is discriminatory and racist.

Are there any actions or projects that are missing? If so, what is/are they?
Actions: Your actions Council mimic colonial practices of a bygone era. You have not followed due
process although you have an Act that guides you on how to engage with Māori landowners and
tangata whenua in the development of any land. We have not been included in the discussions of
changing our land to Industrial. AND still you haven't reached out to speak to us.

Any other comments?
My whānau and I OPPOSE THIS PLAN and request to present our own submission verbally.

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

Yes

THEA KING

2
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Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan - Do you support the Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan? If yes, what
do you like about it and why? If not, what don’t you like about it and why not? (See page 14 of
the ŌTCP for overview and pages 139 - 150 for details)
I do not support the proposal to allow for building of the town core from 4-6 stories. This will have a
flow on effect of creating cold, dark, damp town centre. Once more, the type of housing needs to be
stipulated. There is not enough information available for me to make a decision to support or not.

ŌTCP - Actions - Of the actions
outlined, what three actions would you
prioritise? (See page 14 of the ŌTCP
for overview and pages 171 - 188 for
details)

Develop a Zero Waste strategy including Feasibility
study for a Resource Recovery Centre.
Upgrade three key intersections and manage heavyvehicles.
Develop an Arts, Culture and Heritage Strategy.

Why would you prioritise these actions?
Road - health and safety
Zero waste - maintain and practice kaitiakitanga
Arts builds cultural capacity

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
I particularly dislike the draft plan to rezone Neighbourhoods 5 and 9 and in your words "provide for
heavy and light industrial activity". My reasons are as per my comments in the first question.

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

No

Vianni Ward

2
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Given how much of this neighbourhood is Māori owned land, the significant historical significance to
Ōtorohanga, the close proximity to urupa of whānau who sacrificed/lost their whenua to enable the
construction of the stopbanks, the close proximity to the Waipā River, location on floodplains and
within wetlands, and the whānau/landowners opposition to the proposed rezone to Industrial, ŌDC
needs to consider more appropriate zoning such as:
Conservation Zone
Conservation zone applies to open spaces with natural, ecological, landscape and cultural and historic
heritage values...wetlands..20.

Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan - Do you support the Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan? If yes, what
do you like about it and why? If not, what don’t you like about it and why not? (See page 14 of
the ŌTCP for overview and pages 139 - 150 for details)
Purpose
At its heart, the ŌTCP is about tāngata (people) so that Ōtorohanga supports the wellbeing of existing
and future residents” “The ŌTCP will identify, consider, evaluate and reconcile ideas, issues and
opportunities, and present those as coherent, integrated plan of action that will reflect community and
stakeholder aspirations1.
It is important that this remains at the forefront of every step the ŌDC takes moving forward.
– Development and improvement of town centre.
- “Opportunities” identified on page 43 of the ŌTCP eg Nature first, Develop an ecological network for
Ōtorohanga, Weave Nature through town, Access and connection to valued water bodies, Celebrate
Ōtorohanga’s forgotten natural history
- Restoration of water ways
- Focus on connection to the Waipā river
- Planting of tree’s and green spaces/reserves
· What don’t you like about it and why?
- Location of Zone/Neighbourhoods 9 and 5 as “industrial”
The ŌTCP aims to achieve the following objectives:
Environmental health – air quality, clean fresh water, habitat for wildlife, uncontaminated land, control
of pollution2.
2
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The objectives do not align with the proposal of industrialising Neighbourhood’s 5 & 9.
Social wellbeing – Support and enable healthy, safe and connected individuals, families, whānau, hapū,
iwi and a range of communities and ensure they are able to set sustainable goals and achieve them
through education, health care,
strong community networks, inclusiveness, pride of place, financial and personal security, equity of
opportunity, rights and freedoms3.
Proposing to industrialise Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 works against this objective. It would disconnect
individuals, families, whānau, hapu and iwi from their whenua. There is no “pride of place” for whānau
who have factories and/or industrial areas on their back doorstep.
- Poor placement of Zone 9 as industrial area on flood plains and flood risk areas
Sustainable and resilient land-use – Develop a sustainable approach to land use change providing for
resilient land-use and infrastructure integration so that land-use activities, infrastructure, and
community support are brought together at the right time, in the right sequence4. It is difficult to
comprehend how an area of land that is located on the floodplains, borders on the Waipa River and has
significant areas of wetlands can be identified as an area for “sustainable and resilient land-use” and be
deemed suitable for industrialisation.
There is no information in the ŌTCP that discusses “infrastructure integration” in Neighbourhood 9.
The map on page 44 summarises the biophysical constraints and opportunities of the Ōtorohanga
ward. Zone 9 is in an area deemed to be “Less suitable for development”. Right next to the Waipa River,
on a “1:10 year flood plain” and “Wetland”.
Alignment with National Policy Framework – Ensure for development in Ōtorohanga is consistent with
the ‘National Policy framework’, with particular regard to:
• Resilient 3 waters infrastructure
• Avoiding inappropriate land-use and development on highly productive land
• Protecting and enhancing the natural environment – freshwater, biodiversity, and air quality5.
Developing a flood prone area into an industrial area is innapropriate land use and does not align with
objectives. It is in stark contrast to the objective “Protecting and enhancing the natural environment –
freshwater, biodiversity, and air quality”. The Waipā River is already suffering from the effects of
unmitigated runoff from roads and industrial areas6. There would be a significant increased risk of run
off into the Waipā River and damage to the wetlands that exist in that area. This is not protecting and
enhancing freshwater or biodiversity. The ŌDC has provided no information as to how this should be or
would be mitigated.
- Land Ownership
Mana whenua owned land accounts for 21% of the overall area. Mana whenua have ownership of highly
developable land. Significant economic growth can be unlocked within these landholdings with the right
investment and partnerships7”
“Higly Developable land” – This is ŌDC’s determination of the land. This is not as the land is viewed
through a Te Ao Māori lens. Whānau of Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 do not view their land as “highly
developable”. We view the whenua as our home, one of the only places left on the face of the earth that
we connect to. It is not land that is to be developed. We are the whenua and the whenua is us.
3
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ŌDC has provided no information as to how it intends to proceed if faced with objection to rezoning.
- Commercial Land use
Neighbourhood 5
There are 41 individual parcels totalling 10.7ha of high quality industrial land. This neighbourhood
already has existing industry, which includes agricultural supplies, milking systems, automotive
dealerships and recycling centres. This neighbourhood is ripe for further development and will benefit
from knowledge and job agglomeration economies as more industry moves into the area. A
coordinated approach to plan for the development of this neighbourhood, in a sensitive and integrated
manner with Neighbourhood 6 and its higher amenity residential environments8.
Through the eyes of the Māori landowners of this neighbourhood, we do not agree that it is “ripe for
further development and job agglomeration economies as more industry moves into the area”. The
whenua that is Māori land will remain Māori land and will not be industrialised.
Neighbourhood 9
Overall, 17 sites were identified in this neighbourhood as being highly suitable for take-up of
development and subdivision, the largest being over 122,000m2 in size.
The total size of high quality score parcels is 43 hectares. This neighbourhood allows for Ōtorohanga
to grow commercially without constraint, as there is sufficient land to cover Ōtorohanga business and
industrial development. As more industry move into the area, we would also expect a number of
amenities to follow suit, primarily food and beverage businesses who will need to be
accommodated with smaller plot sizes. Given the size and complexity of this neighbourhood, a more
detailed structure planning exercise would help coordinate the roll out of development with overall
better outcomes; noting in particular that site constraints such as access along a state highway, and
flood prone land and run-off risks affecting the Waipā River need to be addressed through development
and activities9.
ŌDC should address the site constraints such as the state highway, flood prone land and run-off risks
affecting the Waipā River before proposals are made to make the land industrial.
- The Methodology
The ŌTCP project methodology consists of five phases over a 32 week period. The project follows a
landscape planning and community focused approach involving a comprehensive engagement process
with the Ōtorohanga community and stakeholders, in conjunction with Council, the Ōtorohanga
community Board and in partnership with Mana Whenua10. It is concerning that the affected whānau of
Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 were not considered to be “stakeholders” and were not included in the early
consultations.
- Who’s involved
Engagement strategy utilised the International Association for Public Participation spectrum of
engagement to structure engagement with public sector, private sector and civil society including
indigenous communities as project and treaty partners11
In the diagram listed on page 12, the NRMC are listed as “Project Partners”. Ngāti Maniapoto Trust
Board are listed as “Key Stakeholders”. The Ōtorohanga Community are listed as “Stakeholders”. Land
owners and whānau of Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 are not listed. As “indigenous communities” and “Treaty
partners” they should have been included at the level of “Project Partners”.
- Cultural Foundations
4
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The ŌDC has assumed that the NRMC can speak to the shared beliefs. Not one member of the NRMC
live within Zone 5 or 9. They therefore are in no position to speak for the whānau that do.
- History inaccurately recorded and/or acknowledged
Ōtorohanga past and present. “Fertile Waipā river – which were often described as lush, plentiful
gardens laden with fruit trees – Ōtorohanga has a deep history13.”
“Throughout its history, Ōtorohanga has remebered the sacrifices and losses made by its people during
major events such as the land wars, the battle of Huipūtea, the world wars, and the devastating flood of
195814”
It is disagreed that Ōtorohanga has remembered the sacrifices and losses made by its people
specifically in respect of the whānau of Neighbourhood 5 & 9. The “devastating” flood of 1958 led to
unimaginable sacrifices and losses of whenua. This has led to generational trauma and alienation from
whenua.
Some stories wait and they reveal themselves when the time is right. The ŌTCP process has opened up
korero which have waited for a long time, so now is an optimum moment for the township to explore
who it is. By taking time to understand where Ōtorohanga has come from, and why it is the way it is,
the ŌTCP seeks to identify opportunities to build on these histories, and to inform the future in a way
that is meaningful, authentic, and true to its spirit”15.
As whānau of Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 we disagree that the ŌTCP has “opened up korero which have
waited a long time”. The ŌDC is yet to “take the time to understand here Ōtorohanga has come from”.
The true history of how the stop banks were created and how the land to do so was acquired has not
been made known or acknowledged. ŌDC has not sought out that history from the very few remaining
survivors of that era nor have they taken steps to make right the wrongdoings of the past. ŌDC now
seeks to rezone what remains of that whenua and further alienate whānau, disrespect whānau and
disregard the painful history that lays with that whenua. This, in our view, is blatantly disrespectful and
does not align with the objectives of the ŌTCP.
- Te Aranga Design Principles16
We do not agree that the ŌTCP has provided sufficient information as to how the Te Aranga Design
Principles align with the decision and/or proposal for Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 to be zoned “industrial”,
Neighbourhoods that are significantly made up of Māori owned land or land owned by Māori . In our
view, the decision/proposal to zone Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 as “industrial” goes against the Core Māori
Values and Te Aranga Māori Design values and principles set out on pages 26 of the ŌTCP.
Rāngatiratanga - Self Determination Kaitiakitanga- Guardianship Manaakitanga - Hospitality
Wairuatanga - Spirituality Kōtahitanga - Unity Whānaungatanga - Kinship Mātauranga - Māori World View
Mana Rāngatiratanga -The status of iwi and hapū as Mana Whenua is recognised and respected and
appropriately addressed in the design environment.
Attributes:
• Provides a platform for working relationships where Mana Whenua values, world views, tikanga,
cultural narratives and visual identity can be appropriately expressed in the design environment.
• High-quality treaty based relationships are fundamental to the application of the other Te Aranga
principles.
Whakapapa - Māori names, Tūpuna, narratives and customary practices are celebrated and honoured to
enhance the sense of place connections.
5
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• Recognises ancestral names as entry points for exploring and honouring tūpuna, historical narratives
and customary practices associated with development sites and their ability to enhance sense of place
connections.
Tohu - Mana Whenua sites and cultural landmarks are acknowledged, managed, protected and
enhanced, where appropriate, to reinforce a sense of place and identity.
Attributes:
• Supports a process whereby significant sites can be identified, managed, protected and enhanced.
• Celebrates local and wider unique cultural heritage and community characteristics that reinforce a
sense of place and identity.
Taiao -The natural environment is protected, revitalised and/or enhanced to levels where Mana Whenua
harvesting is possible and native ecosystems restored to clean and acceptable levels.
Attributes:
• Sustains and enhances the natural environment.
• Local flora and fauna which are familiar and significant to Mana Whenua are key natural landscape
elements within urban and/or modified areas.
• Natural environments are protected, restored or enhanced to levels where sustainable Mana Whenua
harvesting is possible.
Mauri Tū - Ecology, water and soils are recognised and protected. The quality of wai, whenua, ngahere
and hau takiwā are actively monitored, and community wellbeing is enhanced.
Attributes:
• The wider development area and all elements and developments within the site are considered on the
basis of protecting, maintaining or enhancing mauri.
• The quality of wai, whenua, ngahere and hau takiwā are actively monitored.
• Community well-being is enhanced.
Mahi Toi - Iwi/ hapū narratives are captured and expressed creatively and appropriately into the design
by iwi mandated design / art professionals.
Attributes:
• Ancestral names, local tohu and iwi narratives are creatively reinscribed into the design environment
including landscape; architecture; interior design and public art.
• Iwi / hapū mandated design professionals and artists are appropriately engaged in such processes.
Ahi Kā - Iwi / hapū have a living and enduring presence that is secure and valued within their rohe - this
can be through customary, cultural and commercial dimens ons which are delivered through kaitiaki
roles.
Attributes:
• Mana Whenua live, work and play within their own rohe.
• Acknowledges the post Treaty of Waitangi settlement environment where iwi living presence can
6
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Acknowledges a Māori world view of the wider significance of tohu / landmarks and their ability to
inform the design of specific development sites.
- Extensive flooding
The flooding of Waipā, Mangapu and Mangawhero rivers significantly limit the long term potential
footprint of the Ōtorohanga urban area. In addition, flood models developed by Waikato Regional
Council suggest that the existing stop banks will not be enough to protect the town from a 1 in 100
year flood event, meaning that Ōtorohanga should expect a flood similar to the 1958 flood at some
point during this century. While it is too early to determine, changes in weather patterns may
exacerbate this issue17
If the WRC modelling is correct, Ōtorohanga can expect the next major flood to occur within the next 36
years. The ŌDC has not provided any information as to how it intends to mitigate this risk and
reinforce the stopbanks.
Further, it is nonsensical to propose that Neighbourhood 9 be zoned as “industrial” when it is in such a
high risk area for flooding.
- Zone 6 has not been considered for “industrial”. Zone 6 has private investment in the millions of
dollars. It seems as though this land has been ear marked for residential development with no
consideration of industrial development. Oxidation ponds are already in Zone 6. Raised above the flood
plains and safe from flooding, close to the railway and state highway, ideal for multi use including
industria

ŌTCP - Actions - Of the actions
outlined, what three actions would you
prioritise? (See page 14 of the ŌTCP
for overview and pages 171 - 188 for
details)

Develop, maintain and protect an ecological network
and green belt for Ōtorohanga.
Promote Sustainable Building Practices.
Develop a naming protocol for Ōtorohanga that
recognises the significance of historic names (people
and places).

Why would you prioritise these actions?
Improvement of the twon for the town. For the existing residents, for our tupuna and for future
generations. The priority should not be to grow the industrial areas or attract new people into the town,
it should be to respect the ones who are there and who built it. It should be to keep the people there, to
prevent families and young people from moving away or out of town. It should be to make people want
to go home. The plan says on page 50 “the people of a town add to the life-force of a place – feeding
off the mauri of a place as well as adding to the mauri which will remain in this space for future
generations. The energy, feelings, experiences, and the way people live in a place transcends through
generations”.

Are there any actions or projects that are missing? If so, what is/are they?
Have a look through the actions on pages 171-188 of main document. Have a think if anything is
missing eg recoognition of history that has been buried, ignored or forgotten etc, recognition of
significant places of history. I strongly believe the land taken for the stop banks needs to be publicly
recognised, the story told and those wrongs be made right (although that could be a kaupapa separate
to this one) but food for thought and may be worth mentioning to bring it to light in an effort to protect
Zone 5 & 9 from industrialisation.

Are there any actions or projects that shouldn't be included that are on the list in the ŌTCP? If
so, what is/are they and why?
CCTV Camera network. Otorohanga as of 2018 had a population made up of 30% Māori. There are
7
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issues of indigenous data sovereignty when filming/monitoring Māori and indigenous people. This
would require consultation and consent from every single Māori person that would be in the CCTV
camera network.

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you particularly like
or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
- This does not have to be answered as could get repetitive.
a) Lack of history included for whanau of Zone 5 and Zone 9
b) No consultation with Landowners of Zone 5 & 9 eg Council did not approach them or ask for their
input until the plan had already been drafted, they are whanau who have been deeply traumatised by
events and actions of Council and govt and this history has not been acknowledged or considered
c) Zone 9 being industrial makes absolutely no logical sense and there does not appear to be any plan
for how it can be feasible
d) There is no detail or consideration for how the town could or should be protected from further
flooding, another significant flood is predicted to happen within the next 36 years and it has been
modeled that the stop banks will not be sufficient. The entire OTCP is aspirational and focussed on
development of the town/district in the next 30 years yet there is no focus on protecting the town from
flooding.
e) No explanation of why Zone 6 has not been considered for industrial. Appears to be set aside for
residential development and has already got significant private investment in the millions.
f) Talks about industrial area development, will these be foreign owned factories and companies like
the Happy Valley Dairy factory?
g) Zone 9 is not industrial yet development of the Happy Valley Dairy factory has commenced, the
OTCP talks about lack of infrastructure and risk of flooding in that area, risk of run off and
contamination of the Waipā river, what safe guards are in place to protect the Waipā from that damage
already?

Any other comments?
The ŌTCP sets out definitions for land use Zones on pages 154 - 164
Industrial Zone
The industrial zone provides either heavy or light industrial activity, with an anticipated level of amenity
lower than the centre zones. Light industry activities, include production, manufacturing, logistics,
storage, transport and distribution activities, whereas heavy industry activities primary attributes of a
heavy
industrial zone is that it contains sites large enough to accommodate large-scale industrial activites.
The zone is typically located within proximity of key transport routes - in particular suitable for
freight.18
This is the use that the Council is proposing for Zone 5 and 9. It is disrespectful and degrading
considering the amount of Māori owned land in those zones and given the intergenerational trauma the
affected Whānau have already experienced through loss of whenua.

8
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Neighbourhood 5
Given how much of this neighbourhood is Māori owned and occupied land, and the whānau/land owners
opposition to the proposed rezone to Industrial, ŌDC needs to consider more appropriate zoning such
as:
The zone enables residential intensification within existing residential zones which have been identified
as adequate to accommodate higher densitiy development. Fundamentally, the zone provides for
suburban built character and encourages site redevelopment, primarily for single family houses and
duplex housing. These are expected to be on larger sites to allow sufficent room for good urban design
outcomes and high amenity on site19.
Neighbourhood 9
Given how much of this neighbourhood is Māori owned land, the significant historical significance to
Ōtorohanga, the close proximity to urupa of whānau who sacrificed/lost their whenua to enable the
construction of the stopbanks, the close proximity to the Waipā River, location on floodplains and
within wetlands, and the whānau/landowners opposition to the proposed rezone to Industrial, ŌDC
needs to consider more appropriate zoning such as:
Conservation Zone
Conservation zone applies to open spaces with natural, ecological, landscape and cultural and historic
heritage values...wetlands..20.

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

No

Whitney Te Wano

9
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Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
N/a

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.

No

2
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Page 367

Page 368
All submissions (including your name, address and contact details) are provided to Council
officers and elected members for the purpose of analysing feedback. Your personal information
will also be used for the administration of the engagement and decision-making process.
Submissions (with individuals names only) will be available online. If requested, submitter details
may be released under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987. If there
are good reasons why your details and/or submission should be kept confidential please contact
our Group Manager Strategy and Community on 07 873 4000 or through info@otodc.govt.nz
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Page 370

Page 371

Page 372

Page 373

Page 374

Page 375

Page 376
Why would you prioritise these actions?
1- help the heavy vehicles travel through otorohanga without going through the sh39 intersectionchange to a double lane roundabout?
2&3- to make sure the future of Otorohanga is sustained with a plan for rapid growth and the building
practices are done to the correct practices

Are there any actions or projects that are missing? If so, what is/are they?
Add better Parking areas

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
No

Any other comments?
No

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

No

Ethan Corbett

All submissions (including your name, address and contact details) are provided to Council
officers and elected members for the purpose of analysing feedback. Your personal information
will also be used for the administration of the engagement and decision-making process.
Submissions (with individuals names only) will be available online. If requested, submitter details
may be released under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987. If there
are good reasons why your details and/or submission should be kept confidential please contact
our Group Manager Strategy and Community on 07 873 4000 or through info@otodc.govt.nz
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Kiwiana is outdated branding. We need a fresh narrative that speaks more to our future in a more
sophisticated way. Landscape, heritage, people, and future.

Are there any actions or projects that are missing? If so, what is/are they?
What steps are being taken to ensure Maori society has a place in this town plan into the future and
that we also grow and contribute to our local economy?
Have you consulted Waitangi Tribunal Claimants? They have aspirations for future generations postsettlement.
Have you consulted specifically Maori land owners and farmers?
... Maori business community?
... Tribal authorities other than RMC?
... Whanau Ora Maori Health in Te Kuiti?
... Kainga Ora which is Housing New Zealand.
Im saying this because these networks are critical for planning the future of Maori. Work in with these
groups in the same way you would with District Council. Because if this isn't done there is a chance
that we Maori become completely overlooked. I want the Maori heritage to be acknowledged yes, but I
also want to futureproof our living status too.

Any other comments?
Can we take away the bollards and have a parking lot at the entrance to the Memorial Park on Turongo
Street? We can lock the gate after 7pm for security.
It would be fun as a contemporary art and sculpture park with quirky seating and places for picnics and
playing chess... maybe taichi. The kid's have a play park down by Countdown, they're sorted. Consider
a mini version of this... https://www.sculptureum.nz/

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

No

Hiria Anderson

All submissions (including your name, address and contact details) are provided to Council
officers and elected members for the purpose of analysing feedback. Your personal information
will also be used for the administration of the engagement and decision-making process.
Submissions (with individuals names only) will be available online. If requested, submitter details
may be released under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987. If there
are good reasons why your details and/or submission should be kept confidential please contact
our Group Manager Strategy and Community on 07 873 4000 or through info@otodc.govt.nz
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Investigate Public transport for Ōtorohanga.

Why would you prioritise these actions?
We would be backwards if we didnt entrench sustainable building practices. Our own Council has
missed this with their own building redevelopment judging by how much went into the skips.
Heavy traffic entrances have been a real issue for decades but we need these trucks being the service
centre that Otorohanga is.
Public transport to Hamilton is a must if we want to retain the younger people to live and contribute to
our community.
The other options are just ways to tidy up the lack of work completed by Council hidden under the
guise of public consultation.

Are there any actions or projects that are missing? If so, what is/are they?
District wide water tank implementation. Throughout the concept it is repeated how expensive it is to
produce water. Why not enforce new water tanks for each habitable unit built or upgrade during
renovation.
All houses could have 30,000l water tanks all plumbed to service all grey/black water needs with the
town supply being used to top up the tanks when/if required. That would mean all dwellings would
collect there own roof water removing the need for Council to produce so much water saving the rate
payer money. Each tank could have a coupling for fire fighting purposes as well. With climate change
we cannot rely on the Waipa River to continue to supply the district's water needs. I suspect this hasn't
been considered as Council wishes to continue making an income from this despite them losing
control under the 3 waters proposal. Something underhanded is going on here.

Are there any actions or projects that shouldn't be included that are on the list in the ŌTCP? If
so, what is/are they and why?
Anything that is going to make the ratepayer pay less, we are a small district and most if the
actions/projects listed are a waste of time and money. Stick to the core business and stop vanity
projects that deliver very little benefit for the rate payer, for example no upgrades to the pools, library,
Turongo St, Maniapoto St etc, we do not have the millions it will take to do these projects, most of the
District money is being used to employ inadequate staff.

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
The entire walkable/cycle township guff does not work in a small town. Forget this and concentrate
being the service centre we are. We are not a large metropolitan area and do not have the pressures of
say Hamilton and Auckland nor do we want them.

Any other comments?
GIVING EFFECT:
I am concerned with the idea of giving effect to this concept either immediately or when the District
plan is reviewed next year (2023) as I do not think this concept in particular the proposals for mixed use
development on Maniapoto & Turongo Streets will work.
WATER SUPLLIES:
Way more work is required on water supplies as the water network is already oversubscribed and with
the proposal for mix use development this will more than likely trigger sprinkler fire protection and we
wont have the water supply or pressure to be able to adequately support these development goals. This
has been an issue for a number of years and needs to be resolved before any infill development is
allowed to take place.
STAFF CAPACITY: I do not believe that the Council has the correct fully competent LOCAL staff to be
able to implement this concept, it's a good document but as usual will be filed and forgotten.
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Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.

Name

No

Julian Phillips

All submissions (including your name, address and contact details) are provided to Council
officers and elected members for the purpose of analysing feedback. Your personal information
will also be used for the administration of the engagement and decision-making process.
Submissions (with individuals names only) will be available online. If requested, submitter details
may be released under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987. If there
are good reasons why your details and/or submission should be kept confidential please contact
our Group Manager Strategy and Community on 07 873 4000 or through info@otodc.govt.nz
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Develop a Ōtorohanga Sports and Recreation Hub.

Why would you prioritise these actions?
The three intersections in question are problematic and will only become more of an issue as the town
grows. This needs attention now.
An interconnected walking and cycle track will benefit those that would the city loop now, but if done
well could also mean that school children can ride their bikes to school instead of being dropped off in
cars.
Sports and recreation hubs connect people and communities. It gives the town the possibility to hold
large sporting events.

Any other comments?
The wide consultation process with the community has been great and well received. It has given
everyone an opportunity to partake in the process and not left to council employees to make the
decisions for the community.

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

No

Michelle Erikson

All submissions (including your name, address and contact details) are provided to Council
officers and elected members for the purpose of analysing feedback. Your personal information
will also be used for the administration of the engagement and decision-making process.
Submissions (with individuals names only) will be available online. If requested, submitter details
may be released under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987. If there
are good reasons why your details and/or submission should be kept confidential please contact
our Group Manager Strategy and Community on 07 873 4000 or through info@otodc.govt.nz
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1.

ABOUT SPORT WAIKATO
Sport Waikato is one of 14 Regional Sports Trusts in Aotearoa/New Zealand, responsible for
supporting Central Government and Sport New Zealand’s focus on getting more New Zealanders
physically active. There is widespread and global evidence that physical activity enhances people’s
physical, social, emotional and mental health, education outcomes and general wellbeing - and
makes for a more cohesive society.
Founded in 1986, Sport Waikato’s vision is to have “everyone active” so as to achieve a healthy,
vibrant, physically active region through play, active recreation and sport.

OUR APPROACH
Sport Waikato is guided by Moving Waikato – the region’s unified strategy for physical activity
through play, active recreation and sport. The strategy seeks to prioritise partnerships with other
key agencies to influence key outcomes, including to increase the provision of opportunities for
both participation and quality experiences for the people of the region. We believe that by working
together we can achieve the ultimate goal of 75% of all Waikato adults and young people meeting
the physical activity guidelines by 2030
Moving Waikato is guided by a Strategic Advisory Group comprising representation from Health,
Education (primary, secondary and tertiary), Local Government, Iwi and Sport NZ. The strategy has
three key pillars each providing a lens that provides direction on how we work: Our People, Building
Communities, and Regional Leadership.
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We are now into Horizon 2 of Moving Waikato, following its launch in 2016 and subsequent
successes, including significant developments in the collection of key insights, sector capability
work, the Waikato Regional Sports Facilities Plan, targeting participation among women and girls
and the development of a regional cycle strategy. This next period (2020-25) will see a focus on
Rangatahi (12-17 years) and Tamariki (5-11 years) with the inclusion of Tamariki Mokopuna (0-4
years) alongside specific commitment and attention to enabling participation among targeted
populations, including: Maaori; deprived communities; women and girls; and those with low
participation levels.
Alongside the development and review of Moving Waikato, Sport Waikato’s focus is on working
closely with key partners to provide high-value strategic regional leadership in play, active
recreation and sport via a strategic, collaborative (partnered), regional approach to influencing the
system.
Councils and the spaces and places they provide for play, active recreation and sport are integral to
the outcomes of Moving Waikato and thus, our region’s Territorial Local Authorities are an
important partner in enabling play, active recreation and sport to happen for people and
communities.
Sport Waikato would also like to take this opportunity to thank the Otorohanga District Council on
their contribution to physical activity in the district.

2.

STRATEGIC CONTEXT
Research has consistently demonstrated the value of sport and recreation in the lives of people and
communities (Sport NZ 2018 – The Value of Sport):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

92% of people believe being active keeps them physically fit and healthy, and helps relieve
stress
88% of people believe that sport and other physical activities provide them with
opportunities to achieve and help build confidence
84% of people believe sport brings people together and creates a sense of belonging
74% of people say sport help builds vibrant and stimulating communities
Sport and physical activity can reduce rates of many physical health related disorders and
improve health outcomes as a result
Evidence indicates a positive association between children’s physical activity participation
and academic achievement
Participation in sport has been linked with greater employability in graduates from
universities
There is a link between sport participation, improved social capital, feelings of social
cohesion and community identity

Sport and recreation opportunities are essential if the Otorohanga district is to effectively manage
and enhance its community’s overall wellbeing and minimise any negative social issues.
The most recent Active New Zealand data (2021) shows that 52% of adults (18+) and young people
(5-17 years) in the Otorohanga District currently do enough physical activity to positively impact
their wellbeing. This research also highlights a significant appetite among the district population to
do more – 73% of adults and 72% of young people have a desire to do more physical activity. The
results also show that recreation is a top priority for young people in the district with the top five
activities having a recreational focus such as running or jogging, cycling, playing (e.g. running
SPORT WAIKATO SUBMISSION: Otorohang District Council TCP
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around, climbing trees, make-believe), swimming and playing on the playground. In the Otorohanga
District, 15% of young people walk to school, while 9% bike. 58% of young people are active using
outdoor locations (e.g., beach, lake, bush, footpath), 45% are active using playgrounds, parks, fields,
AstroTurfs or outdoor pools and 28% are active using gyms, community halls or indoor pools. As
such, it is important for Council to consider its role in continuing to provide spaces for recreation
that meet the participation needs of its communities.

3.

OUR FEEDBACK ON YOUR TOWN CONCEPT PLAN

In response to the Otorohanga Town Concept Planning consultation document, we wish to comment on the
following:
1. Thank you: On behalf of the people of Otorohanga District, Sport Waikato thank you for your significant
contribution to play, active recreation, and sport. Councils are key enablers of physical activity who
drive the desired ‘value of sport’ outcomes and your effort and investment is duly noted and sincerely
appreciated.
We would also like to take a moment to congratulate Council on some significant play, active
recreation and sport projects achieved, including:
•

•

The establishment of the Jim Barker Memorial Playground which compliments the upgraded
Otorohanga Skatepark. Play is an important movement and learning opportunity for
tamariki (5-11 years) and with reduction in sizes of backyards due to changes in urban
planning, playgrounds have an important role to play in facilitating physical activity among
children and families.
The construction of the Otorohanga River Bank Walkway which has provided a blueprint for
connectivity.

2. Waipā River and Natural Environment: Sport Waikato supports Council’s proposed investment in and
focus on the development of:
• Access and connection to valued water bodies – The creation of better and safer access ways
to Waipā, Mangapu and Mangawhero rivers and the lake in Huipūtea Reserve and the
expansion of existing recreational opportunities including swimming and kayaking to ensure
that they are defining features of Ōtorohanga Town. This aligns well with national, regional and
district insights that highlight the importance of natural environments for physical activity
participation
3. Parks and Community Facilities: Sport Waikato supports Council’s proposed investment in and focus on
the development of:
• Public space and open space management plan – best practice facilities planning strategies,
including the Waikato Regional Active Spaces Plan, speak to the need for a coordinated and
concerted effort to understand the usership of current play, active recreation and sport assets
to ensure they are both meeting the needs of participants and are optimised sufficiently.
• The Te Ara o Waiwaia – Waipā River Park: this is a significant physical activity asset to the
community as well as being a site of cultural significance to mana whenua. It makes sense to
maximise the use of this community asset and develop it in accordance with community need.
This is an important opportunity to provide safe access to natural water-based physical
activities (swimming, rafting, kayaking and waka ama).
• Development of Huiputea Reserve: This is another significant physical activity asset to the
community that is another site of cultural significance to mana whenua. It is a central park
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providing an opportunity to connect the town centre with the eastern, southern, and northern
neighbourhoods of Otorohanga, as well as the future cycleway along the rail line.
4. Transport and Circulation: Sport Waikato supports Council’s proposed investment in:
• Creating an interconnected walking and cycling network for Otorohanga – Sport Waikato
supports the concept of improved safety and ease of access around town. Improved
pathway opportunities around the town will support access to and provide connectivity for
all green spaces in the township. This pathway development will also support increased and
safe active transport opportunities for children, young people and their families, including
walking to and from school.
• Developing a district wide cycle trail network - Sport Waikato supports the development of
an interconnected walking and cycling network for the Otorohanga district that is safe and
accessible to people of all ages and abilities. Exploring a shared path along the rail line
connecting the northern and southern neighbourhoods with the town centre. Development
of this segment would form part of the larger Te Awamutu to Tekuiti shared cycleway.
5. Catalyst Projects: Sport Waikato supports Council’s proposed investment in:
• Develop an Otorohanga Sports and Recreation Hub – Sport Waikato supports Council’s
focus on collaboration among sport and recreation groups to provide things like
administrative support and shared procurement. This could then progress to other
initiatives over time (e.g. coaching and volunteer support programmes). This piece of work
aligns with the recommendations and priority projects outlined in the current Otorohanga
Sport and Active Recreation Plan (2019). Sport Waikato are happy to support this project,
working alongside Council and key stakeholders in sport and active recreation in the district.
The proposed Sport and Recreation District Advisory Group can also play a role in
supporting this initiative. It is recommended that Council follows the process of the Sport
New Zealand Hubbing Guide which has a focus on forming partnership, locally led
engagement and the formation of robust and sustainable governance structures to ensure
optimisation of community spaces before facility concepts are explored.
• Memorial Pool Complex upgrade – Sport Waikato supports the revitalisation of this
important community asset with a lens on optimisation. This is a recommendation of local
and regional spaces and places planning strategies. Pools continue to be a significant asset
supporting the activity, safety, and wellbeing of people across the region and particularly in
district communities, therefore, it is imperative that these be maintained for long term
future use with a focus on quality experiences and facilities that meet the needs of an aging
population. When undertaking any feasibility study to determine future aquatic provision
across the district it is recommended that the sub regional supply is examined and cross
boundary partnerships with neighbouring local authorities are explored to continue
network approach. Detailed assessment should be undertaken to identify key facilities to
improve year-round access (Waikato Regional Aquatics Plan – 2017).
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4.

SPORT WAIKATO CONTACTS
Should the Council wish to seek further information or clarification on this submission, please
contact:
Matthew Cooper
Chief Executive
M:

Amy Marfell
General Manager – Regional Leadership
M:
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Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan - Do you support the Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan? If yes, what
do you like about it and why? If not, what don’t you like about it and why not? (See page 14 of
the ŌTCP for overview and pages 139 - 150 for details)
No I do not support the Otorohanga Town Centre Plan.
Let's deal with realities here; if new businesses at the larger end of the scale need a six-storey building,
why isn't it possible for the LTP to allow for such development in the town centre on a case-by-case
basis in the same way that Otorohanga Timber Co, Bulk Lines and Giltraps have developed their
industrial sites? And if we need a pedestrian rail over bridge to Huiputea Reserve just build it, as Te
Kuiti have with their's.

ŌTCP - Actions - Of the actions
outlined, what three actions would you
prioritise? (See page 14 of the ŌTCP
for overview and pages 171 - 188 for
details)

Develop a Zero Waste strategy including Feasibility
study for a Resource Recovery Centre.
Upgrade three key intersections and manage heavyvehicles.
Develop Gateways for Ōtorohanga Township.

Why would you prioritise these actions?
1 ODC is noticeably behind other councils in having a good recycling service.
With plastics especially ODC accepts fewer types than most other councils, and
this needs to change fast.
2 SH3 should be the Huiputea bypass. There is no point trying to make the town
pedestrian and cycle-friendly with heavy trucks and tractors barrelling through
the main street.
3 Informative and artistic Gateways at each end of town and on SH39 will invite
people into town when SH3 has moved to the bypass.

Are there any actions or projects that are missing? If so, what is/are they?
Actions and projects will identify themselves as the need arises.

Are there any actions or projects that shouldn't be included that are on the list in the ŌTCP? If
so, what is/are they and why?
See above.

Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that you
particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
OTCP has the potential to be a complete waste of time and money as was SWEAP.
2
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Community engagement in itself will tell ODC what people (especially ratepayers) want and think.

Do you want to speak to the Council in
support of your submission? If one of
the boxes is not ticked, we’ll assume
you don’t want to be heard.
Name

Yes

Stuart Gower

All submissions (including your name, address and contact details) are provided to Council
officers and elected members for the purpose of analysing feedback. Your personal information
will also be used for the administration of the engagement and decision-making process.
Submissions (with individuals names only) will be available online. If requested, submitter details
may be released under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987. If there
are good reasons why your details and/or submission should be kept confidential please contact
our Group Manager Strategy and Community on 07 873 4000 or through info@otodc.govt.nz
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Draft Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan Submission - Tania Te Wano
Key points for submission form
1. Do you want to speak to the Council in support of your submission?
YES
2. Are you a resident of Ōtorohanga?
YES. Māori interpretation is tūrangawaewae. “Domicile, standing, place where one has the
right to stand – place where one has rights of residence and belonging through kinship and
whakapapa”
3. Do you support the Ōtorohanga Development Strategy? If yes, what do you like
about it and why? If not, what don’t you like about it and why?
● What do you like about it?
- Purpose
At its heart, the ŌTCP is about tāngata (people) so that Ōtorohanga supports
the wellbeing of existing and future residents” “The ŌTCP will identify,
consider, evaluate and reconcile ideas, issues and opportunities, and present
those as coherent, integrated plan of action that will reflect community and
stakeholder aspirations1.
It is important that this remains at the forefront of every step the ŌDC takes
moving forward.
– Development and improvement of town centre.
- “Opportunities” identified on page 43 of the ŌTCP eg Nature first, Develop an
ecological network for Ōtorohanga, Weave Nature through town, Access and
connection to valued water bodies, Celebrate Ōtorohanga’s forgotten natural
history
- Restoration of water ways
- Focus on connection to the Waipā river
- Planting of tree’s and green spaces/reserves
● What don’t you like about it and why?
- Location of Zone/Neighbourhoods 9 and 5 as “industrial”
The ŌTCP aims to achieve the following objectives:
Environmental health – air quality, clean fresh water, habitat for wildlife,
uncontaminated land, control of pollution2.
The objectives do not align with the proposal of industrialising
Neighbourhood’s 5 & 9.
Social wellbeing – Support and enable healthy, safe and connected
individuals, families, whānau, hapū, iwi and a range of communities and
ensure they are able to set sustainable goals and achieve them through
1
2
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education, health care, strong community networks, inclusiveness, pride of
place, financial and personal security, equity of opportunity, rights and
freedoms3.
Proposing to industrialise Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 works against this objective.
It would disconnect individuals, families, whānau, hapu and iwi from their
whenua. There is no “pride of place” for whānau who have factories and/or
industrial areas on their back doorstep.
I am a resident in neighbourhood 9 and this block is out Turangawaewae - our
place to stand -from the, present and the future.
We are the kaitiaki of this when passed to us by our tupuna . It is not for any
one else to plan what to do with land they don't own or connect to. To even
think this with a “concept”is insulting and tramples on our hinengaro and
wairua. There haas been enough of this in the past and has left many whanau
with out a Turangawaewae- so no more - not one more inch.

-

Poor placement of Zone 9 as industrial area on flood plains and flood risk
areas
Sustainable and resilient land-use – Develop a sustainable approach to land
use change providing for resilient land-use and infrastructure integration so
that land-use activities, infrastructure, and community support are brought
together at the right time, in the right sequence4. It is difficult to comprehend
how an area of land that is located on the floodplains, borders on the Waipa
River and has significant areas of wetlands can be identified as an area for
“sustainable and resilient land-use” and be deemed suitable for
industrialisation.
There is no information in the ŌTCP that discusses “infrastructure
integration” in Neighbourhood 9.
The map on page 44 summarises the biophysical constraints and
opportunities of the Ōtorohanga ward. Zone 9 is in an area deemed to be
“Less suitable for development”. Right next to the Waipa River, on a “1:10
year flood plain” and “Wetland”.
Alignment with National Policy Framework – Ensure for development in
Ōtorohanga is consistent with the ‘National Policy framework’, with particular
regard to:
•
Resilient 3 waters infrastructure
•
Avoiding inappropriate land-use and development on highly
productive land
•
Protecting and enhancing the natural environment – freshwater,
biodiversity, and air quality5.
Developing a flood prone area into an industrial area is innapropriate land use
and does not align with objectives. It is in stark contrast to the objective

Ibid page 9
Ibid page 9
5
Ibid page 9
3
4
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“Protecting and enhancing the natural environment – freshwater, biodiversity,
and air quality”. The Waipā River is already suffering from the effects of
unmitigated runoff from roads and industrial areas6. There would be a
significant increased risk of run off into the Waipā River and damage to the
wetlands that exist in that area. This is not protecting and enhancing
freshwater or biodiversity. The ŌDC has provided no information as to how
this should be or would be mitigated.
-

Land Ownership
Mana whenua owned land accounts for 21% of the overall area. Mana
whenua have ownership of highly developable land. Significant economic
growth can be unlocked within these landholdings with the right investment
and partnerships7”
“Higly Developable land” – This is ŌDC’s determination of the land. This is not
as the land is viewed through a Te Ao Māori lens. Whānau of
Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 do not view their land as “highly developable”. We
view the whenua as our home, one of the only places left on the face of the
earth that we connect to. It is not land that is to be developed. We are the
whenua and the whenua is us.
“Significant economic growth” – ŌDC does not expand on who the economic
growth relates to. In our view, the economic growth would come to those
who industrialise the whenua, not the whānau who intend to protect it is as
it is.
ŌDC has provided no information as to how it intends to proceed if faced
with objection to rezoning.

-

Ibid page 42
Ibid page 91
8
Ibid page 95
6
7

Commercial Land use
Neighbourhood 5
There are 41 individual parcels totalling 10.7ha of high quality industrial land.
This neighbourhood already has existing industry, which includes agricultural
supplies, milking systems, automotive dealerships and recycling centres. This
neighbourhood is ripe for further development and will benefit from
knowledge and job agglomeration economies as more industry moves into
the area. A coordinated approach to plan for the development of this
neighbourhood, in a sensitive and integrated manner with Neighbourhood 6
and its higher amenity residential environments8.
Through the eyes of the Māori landowners of this neighbourhood, we do not
agree that it is “ripe for further development and job agglomeration
economies as more industry moves into the area”. The whenua that is Māori
land will remain Māori land and will not be industrialised.
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Neighbourhood 9
Overall, 17 sites were identified in this neighbourhood as being highly suitable
for take-up of development and subdivision, the largest being over 122,000m2
in size.
The total size of high quality score parcels is 43 hectares. This neighbourhood
allows for Ōtorohanga to grow commercially without constraint, as there is
sufficient land to cover Ōtorohanga business and industrial development. As
more industry move into the area, we would also expect a number of
amenities to follow suit, primarily food and beverage businesses who will
need to be accommodated with smaller plot sizes. Given the size and
complexity of this neighbourhood, a more detailed structure planning exercise
would help coordinate the roll out of development with overall better
outcomes; noting in particular that site constraints such as access along a
state highway, and flood prone land and run-off risks affecting the Waipā
River need to be addressed through development and activities9.
ŌDC should address the site constraints such as the state highway, flood
prone land and run-off risks affecting the Waipā River before proposals are
made to make the land industrial.

-

The Methodology
The ŌTCP project methodology consists of five phases over a 32 week period.
The project follows a landscape planning and community focused approach
involving a comprehensive engagement process with the Ōtorohanga
community and stakeholders, in conjunction with Council, the Ōtorohanga
community Board and in partnership with Mana Whenua10. It is concerning
that the affected whānau of Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 were not considered to
be “stakeholders” and were not included in the early consultations.

-

Who’s involved
Engagement strategy utilised the International Association for Public
Participation spectrum of engagement to structure engagement with public
sector, private sector and civil society including indigenous communities as
project and treaty partners11
In the diagram listed on page 12, the NRMC are listed as “Project Partners”.
Ngāti Maniapoto Trust Board are listed as “Key Stakeholders”. The
Ōtorohanga Community are listed as “Stakeholders”. Land owners and
whānau of Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 are not listed. As “indigenous
communities” and “Treaty partners” they should have been included at the
level of “Project Partners”.

-

Cultural Foundations
Work with Ōtorohanga’s Mana Whenua Nehenehenui to promote and
embrace the shared beliefs, values, customs, visual and performing arts,

Ibid page 95
Ibid page 11
11
Ibid page 12
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ceremonies and heritage that make up and enrich our communities, promote
diversity and inclusivity, and revitalise our heritage through mātauranga
Māori and tikanga – traditions12.
The ŌDC has assumed that the NRMC can speak to the shared beliefs. Not
one member of the NRMC live within Zone 5 or 9. They therefore are in no
position to speak for the whānau that do.
-

History inaccurately recorded and/or acknowledged
Ōtorohanga past and present. “Fertile Waipā river – which were often
described as lush, plentiful gardens laden with fruit trees – Ōtorohanga has a
deep history13.”
“Throughout its history, Ōtorohanga has remebered the sacrifices and losses
made by its people during major events such as the land wars, the battle of
Huipūtea, the world wars, and the devastating flood of 195814”
It is disagreed that Ōtorohanga has remembered the sacrifices and losses
made by its people specifically in respect of the whānau of Neighbourhood 5
& 9. The “devastating” flood of 1958 led to unimaginable sacrifices and losses
of whenua. This has led to generational trauma and alienation from whenua.
Some stories wait and they reveal themselves when the time is right. The
ŌTCP process has opened up korero which have waited for a long time, so
now is an optimum moment for the township to explore who it is. By taking
time to understand where Ōtorohanga has come from, and why it is the way
it is, the ŌTCP seeks to identify opportunities to build on these histories, and
to inform the future in a way that is meaningful, authentic, and true to its
spirit”15.
As whānau of Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 we disagree that the ŌTCP has “opened
up korero which have waited a long time”. The ŌDC is yet to “take the time to
understand here Ōtorohanga has come from”. The true history of how the
stop banks were created and how the land to do so was acquired has not
been made known or acknowledged. ŌDC has not sought out that history
from the very few remaining survivors of that era nor have they taken steps
to make right the wrongdoings of the past. ŌDC now seeks to rezone what
remains of that whenua and further alienate whānau, disrespect whānau and
disregard the painful history that lays with that whenua. This, in our view, is
blatantly disrespectful and does not align with the objectives of the ŌTCP.

-
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Te Aranga Design Principles16
We do not agree that the ŌTCP has provided sufficient information as to how
the Te Aranga Design Principles align with the decision and/or proposal for
Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 to be zoned “industrial”, Neighbourhoods that are
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significantly made up of Māori owned land or land owned by Māori . In our
view, the decision/proposal to zone Neighbourhoods 5 & 9 as “industrial”
goes against the Core Māori Values and Te Aranga Māori Design values and
principles set out on pages 26 of the ŌTCP.
Rāngatiratanga - Self Determination Kaitiakitanga- Guardianship
Manaakitanga - Hospitality Wairuatanga - Spirituality Kōtahitanga - Unity
Whānaungatanga - Kinship Mātauranga - Māori World View
Mana Rāngatiratanga -The status of iwi and hapū as Mana Whenua is
recognised and respected and appropriately addressed in the design
environment.
Attributes:
• Provides a platform for working relationships where Mana Whenua values,
world views, tikanga, cultural narratives and visual identity can be
appropriately expressed in the design environment.
• High-quality treaty based relationships are fundamental to the application
of the other Te Aranga principles.
Whakapapa - Māori names, Tūpuna, narratives and customary practices are
celebrated and honoured to enhance the sense of place connections.
Attributes:
• Recognises and celebrates the significance of Mana Whenua ancestral
names.
• Recognises ancestral names as entry points for exploring and honouring
tūpuna, historical narratives and customary practices associated with
development sites and their ability to enhance sense of place connections.
Tohu - Mana Whenua sites and cultural landmarks are acknowledged,
managed, protected and enhanced, where appropriate, to reinforce a sense of
place and identity.
Attributes:
• Supports a process whereby significant sites can be identified, managed,
protected and enhanced.
• Celebrates local and wider unique cultural heritage and community
characteristics that reinforce a sense of place and identity.
Taiao -The natural environment is protected, revitalised and/or enhanced to
levels where Mana Whenua harvesting is possible and native ecosystems
restored to clean and acceptable levels.
Attributes:
• Sustains and enhances the natural environment.
• Local flora and fauna which are familiar and significant to Mana Whenua
are key natural landscape elements within urban and/or modified areas.
• Natural environments are protected, restored or enhanced to levels where
sustainable Mana Whenua harvesting is possible.
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Mauri Tū - Ecology, water and soils are recognised and protected. The quality
of wai, whenua, ngahere and hau takiwā are actively monitored, and
community wellbeing is enhanced.
Attributes:
• The wider development area and all elements and developments within the
site are considered on the basis of protecting, maintaining or enhancing
mauri.
• The quality of wai, whenua, ngahere and hau takiwā are actively
monitored.
• Community well-being is enhanced.
Mahi Toi - Iwi/ hapū narratives are captured and expressed creatively and
appropriately into the design by iwi mandated design / art professionals.
Attributes:
• Ancestral names, local tohu and iwi narratives are creatively reinscribed into
the design environment including landscape; architecture; interior design and
public art.
• Iwi / hapū mandated design professionals and artists are appropriately
engaged in such processes.
Ahi Kā - Iwi / hapū have a living and enduring presence that is secure and
valued within their rohe - this can be through customary, cultural and
commercial dimensions which are delivered through kaitiaki roles.
Attributes:
• Mana Whenua live, work and play within their own rohe.
• Acknowledges the post Treaty of Waitangi settlement environment where
iwi living presence can include customary, cultural and commercial
dimensions.
• Living iwi / hapū presence and associated kaitiaki roles are resumed within
urban areas
Acknowledges a Māori world view of the wider significance of tohu /
landmarks and their ability to inform the design of specific development sites.

-
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Extensive flooding
The flooding of Waipā, Mangapu and Mangawhero rivers significantly limit
the long term potential footprint of the Ōtorohanga urban area. In addition,
flood models developed by Waikato Regional Council suggest that the existing
stop banks will not be enough to protect the town from a 1 in 100 year flood
event, meaning that Ōtorohanga should expect a flood similar to the 1958
flood at some point during this century. While it is too early to determine,
changes in weather patterns may exacerbate this issue17
If the WRC modelling is correct, Ōtorohanga can expect the next major flood
to occur within the next 36 years. The ŌDC has not provided any information
as to how it intends to mitigate this risk and reinforce the stopbanks.
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Further, it is nonsensical to propose that Neighbourhood 9 be zoned as
“industrial” when it is in such a high risk area for flooding.
-

Zone 6 has not been considered for “industrial”. Zone 6 has private
investment in the millions of dollars. It seems as though this land has been ear
marked for residential development with no consideration of industrial
development. Oxidation ponds are already in Zone 6. Raised above the flood
plains and safe from flooding, close to the railway and state highway, ideal for
multi use including industrial.

4. Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan – Do you support it? If yes, what do you like about it
and why? If not, what don’t you like about it and why?
● In theory yes. However, there are concerns as to how it will be funded. ŌDC has
not provided sufficient information regarding funding.
● Priority should be given to improving the natural environment, the water quality
and the existing Infrastructure.
● Priority should be given to restoring and truly appreciating the multitude of
heritage buildings.
● Ōtorohanga Town Hall as set out on page 65
● Ōtorohanga Sports and Recreation hub
● Mulitipurpose Community Facility
● Ōtorohanga Community Hub
● Supportive of “Rebrand of Ōtorohanga” as set out on page 55 & 75 - Develop a
new brand for Ōtorohanga that draws inspiration from its rich heritage and its
surrounding natural environment. Focus on identifying and platforming stories
that are unique and authentic to the area. Promote these stories through creative
signs, gateways, wayfinding, sculptural installations, murals, annual events, and
promotional advertising.
5. ŌTCP actions – of the actions outlined, what three actions would you prioritise?
● Notes and suggestions for people to choose their own:
- Our narrative needs to be firm on restoration of waterways, history, places of
cultural and historical significance, self-determination as Māori. This will work
to protect Zone 5 and Zone 9 from industrialisation. Go through the list and
pick 4, make sure they align with “Landowner” and “Māori landowner” being
involved in the actions. That way we keep our voice. Also, try to keep variety
in the selections so Council feel like we are supporting a little bit of everything
EG Upgrade Maniapoto Street, Develop a Sports and recreation hub, Develop
a multipurpose Culture, Community and Arts Facility, Develop a naming
protocol for Ōtorohanga that recognises the significance of historic names
(people and places) – that way we get to push our history and make it known,
further protecting it.
6. Why would you prioritise these actions?
Keep this explanation around the core Māori values explained on page 26 of main
document. Improvement of the twon for the town. For the existing residents, for our
tupuna and for future generations. The priority should not be to grow the industrial
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areas or attract new people into the town, it should be to respect the ones who are
there and who built it. It should be to keep the people there, to prevent families and
young people from moving away or out of town. It should be to make people want to
go home. The plan says on page 50 “the people of a town add to the life-force of a
place – feeding off the mauri of a place as well as adding to the mauri which will
remain in this space for future generations. The energy, feelings, experiences, and
the way people live in a place transcends through generations”.
7. Are there any actions or projects that are missing? If so, what is/are they?
Have a look through the actions on pages 171-188 of main document. Have a think if
anything is missing eg recoognition of history that has been buried, ignored or
forgotten etc, recognition of significant places of history. I strongly believe the land
taken for the stop banks needs to be publicly recognised, the story told and those
wrongs be made right (although that could be a kaupapa separate to this one) but
food for thought and may be worth mentioning to bring it to light in an effort to
protect Zone 5 & 9 from industrialisation.
8. Are there any actions or projects that shouldn’t be included that are on the list in the
ŌTCP? If so, what is/are they and why?
- CCTV Camera network. Otorohanga as of 2018 had a population made up of
30% Māori. There are issues of indigenous data sovereignty when
filming/monitoring Māori and indigenous people. This would require
consultation and consent from every single Māori person that would be in the
CCTV camera network.
Have a read through the actions and projects and see if there is anything else you are
opposed to.
9. Is there anything specific about the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as a whole that
you particularly like or dislike? If so, what is it and why?
- This does not have to be answered as could get repetitive.
a) Lack of history included for whanau of Zone 5 and Zone 9
b) No consultation with Landowners of Zone 5 & 9 eg Council did not
approach them or ask for their input until the plan had already been
drafted, they are whanau who have been deeply traumatised by events
and actions of Council and govt and this history has not been
acknowledged or considered
c) Zone 9 being industrial makes absolutely no logical sense and there does
not appear to be any plan for how it can be feasible
d) There is no detail or consideration for how the town could or should be
protected from further flooding, another significant flood is predicted to
happen within the next 36 years and it has been modeled that the stop
banks will not be sufficient. The entire OTCP is aspirational and focussed
on development of the town/district in the next 30 years yet there is no
focus on protecting the town from flooding.
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e) No explanation of why Zone 6 has not been considered for industrial.
Appears to be set aside for residential development and has already got
significant private investment in the millions.
f) Talks about industrial area development, will these be foreign owned
factories and companies like the Happy Valley Dairy factory?
g) Zone 9 is not industrial yet development of the Happy Valley Dairy factory
has commenced, the OTCP talks about lack of infrastructure and risk of
flooding in that area, risk of run off and contamination of the Waipā river,
what safe guards are in place to protect the Waipā from that damage
already?
(Again, these are all points that I will expand on in our main submission that
will be filed by 25th August but I have included them here as food for thought
and for us to consider ALL angles of this)
10. Any other comments?
- The ŌTCP sets out definitions for land use Zones on pages 154 - 164
Industrial Zone
The industrial zone provides either heavy or light industrial activity, with an
anticipated level of amenity lower than the centre zones. Light industry
activities, include production, manufacturing, logistics, storage, transport and
distribution activities, whereas heavy industry activities primary attributes of
a heavy
industrial zone is that it contains sites large enough to accommodate
large-scale industrial activites. The zone is typically located within proximity of
key transport routes - in particular suitable for freight.18
This is the use that the Council is proposing for Zone 5 and 9. It is
disrespectful and degrading considering the amount of Māori owned land in
those zones and given the intergenerational trauma the affected Whānau
have already experienced through loss of whenua.
Neighbourhood 5
Given how much of this neighbourhood is Māori owned and occupied land,
and the whānau/land owners opposition to the proposed rezone to
Industrial, ŌDC needs to consider more appropriate zoning such as:
The zone enables residential intensification within existing residential zones
which have been identified as adequate to accommodate higher densitiy
development. Fundamentally, the zone provides for suburban built character
and encourages site redevelopment, primarily for single family houses and
duplex housing. These are expected to be on larger sites to allow sufficent
room for good urban design outcomes and high amenity on site19.
I am a land owner in zone 5 also - yeas there is industries in both these
neighbourhoods - again in the past with no consultation with the then land
owners. We have a piece a lad referred to as the triangle - how does this
18
19
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piece of land become an isolated piece of land in amongst other lands which
were obviously part of our bigger block. This triangle is noew fence off - no
consultation - we cant eve get to it . How does this happen one has to ask
???? We had opposed selling it so they build around it ???
Neighbourhood 9
Given how much of this neighbourhood is Māori owned land, the significant
historical significance to Ōtorohanga, the close proximity to urupa of whānau
who sacrificed/lost their whenua to enable the construction of the stopbanks,
the close proximity to the Waipā River, location on floodplains and within
wetlands, and the whānau/landowners opposition to the proposed rezone to
Industrial, ŌDC needs to consider more appropriate zoning such as:
Conservation Zone
Conservation zone applies to open spaces with natural, ecological, landscape
and cultural and historic heritage values...wetlands..20.
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